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A note on lesson plans
Many of these activities are written with detailed planning to enable the non 
specialist to develop confidence to facilitate participatory music experiences. 
Move away from the plan as necessary, adapting it with the children to suit 
their needs and responses. The aim is to provide a blueprint and method of 
working to encourage creative responses. Allow pupils to change game rules, 
adapt activities and invent new ones. NB shorter warm up games have less 
detailed planning.

Being creative means being open to new directions and unexpected outcomes

A note on Suggested Success Criteria 
Each activity lists suggested success criteria in part to aid understanding as 
well as to support teachers with less music experience. When possible decide 
these with pupils.
For more on Success Criteria and Facilitating for Creative Outcomes see ‘Get 
Creative with Learning and Teaching’.

Introduction☺
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Challenge 
Many of these activities can be carried out at all levels.
Challenge is dependent on other factors that are introduced such as: 
• how many other parts are playing at the same time 
• the complexity of the rhythmic pattern 
• the tempo of the playing
• varying dynamics whilst playing
• not speaking rhythm syllables aloud
• the instrument it is played on
• letting pupils lead
• not supporting the beat.
Add or simplify challenge by varying these features.

Methods For Learning Rhythmic Patterns
• Speak, chant, or sing a rhythm before playing.
• Switch between ‘speaking’ and ‘thinking voice’ Speaking voice: say it while you play it. Thinking voice: say the words in your head while you play it.
• Use movement.
• Use call and answer. 
• Musical statues style. Dance in the room, when the music stops, play a call and answer to learn a rhythmic phrase. 
• Speak a rhythm whilst passing a ball.
• Speaking a rhythm using different voices, whispering, calling etc.…
• Speak a rhythm with dynamic changes such as starting softly and gradually getting louder.
• Reinforce rhythms with games such as Cross the Rhythm Circle (see p. 19).
• Have a ‘listening group’ to appreciate and give feedback.
• Use body percussion relevant to the rhythmic pattern, remembering that fast patterns need to be playable. “If you can say it you can play it”

challenge

speaking voice thinking voice
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Ensemble Skills
“Ensemble skills are among the most crucial but often-neglected aspects of 
musicianship.”
Making Music in the Primary School, 2013

In their broadest sense ensemble skills are about the ability to be a ‘team 
player’,  to collaborate, listen to each other, find one’s place in a group.
Being an effective rhythm ensemble player means:
• LISTENING to the overall sound of the group and one’s individual sound
• helping each other
• being patient with yourself and others
• starting and stopping together 
• keeping a steady beat
• looking at the conductor
• responding to conducting cues
• playing loud and soft
• having confidence to solo
• memorising rhythmic patterns
• holding a rhythm alongside a contrasting rhythm
• adapting to the playing of others
• stamina.

See ‘Get Creative with Health and Wellbeing: Drum Circles’ pages 64-74 for 
more rhythm ensemble activities.

Beat, Tempo And Rhythm

Use group 

rhythm play to 

establish good 

ensemble skills.

BEAT: the unchanging beat can be 
described as the steady pulse of the 
music. Think of it as a steady heart 

beat that underlies the music. 

TEMPO: is the speed of the beat. 
It can speed up or slow down.

RHYTHM: the pattern in which the 
notes of the piece move. Rhythm can 
vary. It is the length and the accents

given to the notes in a piece.

twin-kle  twin-kle   lit - tle  star

to listen
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Section One
WARM UP GAMES

      Musical activities to support leadership, collaboration, and self expression

☺
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‘LET’S ALL PLAY OUR DRUM’
5-15 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to co-ordinate a note in time with a spoken phrase.

Suggested Success Criteria
• clap or play a percussion instrument at the ‘right’ time, even if the speed/tempo gets faster or slower
• keep the phrase in a thinking voice and play at the right time
• invent a rhythmic phrase and lead the class to play on certain words (see Development Ideas).

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I have the freedom to use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound and rhythm. EXA 0-17a
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Level: Early, One
Focus

Musical building blocks:
developing the ability to make 

accurate entries when playing a 
piece of music.

thinking voice

Thinking voice: retaining the words and music in 
one’s head without singing aloud.
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‘LET’S ALL PLAY OUR DRUM’
5-15 minutes

Resources
Boomwhacker, or hand held percussion instrument.

Process
1. Speak the following phrase rhythmically, “Let’s all play our drum”. The group makes a single hit at the appropriate time on the word ‘drum’. Repeat this 

changing the tempo.  
2. Add in a longer phrase such as, ‘Playing the drum is so much fun’. This time they hit on the word ‘drum’ and ‘fun’.  
3. Don’t speak the words ‘is so much’, these are imagined in a ‘thinking voice’ and everyone hits at the right time. Loop this phrase to make a repeated 

rhythmic pattern.

Development Ideas
• In pairs, choose a line from a song or  rhythm (each group chooses their own). Each pair practises speaking this line rhythmically and chooses the word(s) 

the group will hit on. Each pair leads the group.
• Speak some phrases, some loudly and some softly. The response should echo the volume of the ‘call’.

The thinking voice is used to build skill in retaining the timing and pitch of musical phrases.

Remember to make 
dynamic changes. Speak 
some phrases loudly and 

some softly.
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RAIN FOREST 
5 minutes or longer if pupils take turns to lead.

Learning Intention
We are learning to use rhythmic sounds to create a crescendo and diminuendo.

Suggested Success Criteria
• begin playing when the conductor makes eyes contact 
• stop playing when cued, and remain silent until the piece is finished
• make eye contact with each member of the group when being the conductor
• invent a new sound to represent the rainforest or another type of sound-scape.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Level: Early, One, Two

Focus
Musical building blocks:

following performance directions;
experimenting with body percussion 

sounds; performing as a musical 
ensemble.

Wellbeing building blocks:
turn taking and leadership.

crescendo diminuendo
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RAIN FOREST
5 minutes or longer if pupils take turns to lead. 

Process

1. The  leader stands in the centre of the circle, and vigorously rubs the palms of the hands.
2. Choose someone in the circle to begin passing this action to. Look and smile at them, they copy the action. Move immediately to the next person and so on.
3. When everyone is rubbing their hands introduce a new sound such as clapping with the finger tips and heels of the palms. Pass this new sound around the 

circle in the same way. Those rubbing their palms keep doing so until they are cued to change to clapping. Continue in this way, adding sounds to build to a 
crescendo. For example: clapping the hands (full palms together), slapping the thighs, stamping the feet rapidly. 

4. Once a crescendo is reached run through the actions in reverse order, finishing with opening the palms out to indicate silence.
5. Repeat, choosing different sounds together to create the crescendo.

NB
This is a good starter activity as making eye contact with each child establishes a warm connection.
Create a sense of performance by making sure it begins silently and ends silently and having a ‘no speaking’ rule.
Reference can be made to the musical terms ‘crescendo’ and ‘diminuendo’.

Development Ideas
• Give pupils the opportunity to lead and make changes in the sounds. The rule is to begin quietly 

and reach a crescendo; the rain can stop here or it can become quiet again (a diminuendo). Give 
more leading opportunities by having small circles that begin at the same time.

• Create a different sound-scape.
• Make a vocal version that begins and ends quietly e.g. begin with a quiet hissing sound and 

create a crescendo by speaking loud, fast booms.

Crescendo:increase in volume      Diminuendo:decrease in volume

Discuss: What sounds 
work well for the quiet 

and loud sections?
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JUMPING THE BEAT 
5 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to work together to create a steady beat.

Suggested Success Criteria
• jump over the ball at just the ‘right’ moment in order to keep a steady beat moving around the circle
• count the beat  in a ‘thinking voice’  
• keep eye contact with other group members.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Cross Curricular Links
Health and Wellbeing
I am developing my  skills through practice and energetic play. HWB 0-22a

Level: Early, One, Two

Focus
Musical building blocks:

developing skill in internalising a 
sense of pulse;  co-ordinating jumping 

movements in time with a beat.

sharing
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JUMPING THE BEAT
5 minutes 

Process
1. Standing in a circle, the facilitator says:

2. Throw the imaginary ball. This should result in a Mexican wave style of jumping. After a couple of laps around the circle ‘catch’ the ball.
       Remember to catch the right size of ball!
3. Throw the ball again but with each successive round the ball gets bigger: tennis ball, football, basketball, space hopper.

NB
An easy activity for pupils to lead. The role of the leader is to decide the size of ball and throw and catch it in time with the beat.

Development Ideas
Choose vocal sounds to make at the same time as jumping.

Discuss:What can we do to make sure we jump oneafter the other?
“I have an imaginary golf ball. I’m going to throw it under your feet. It will 
zoom around the circle and as it goes, you have to jump over the ball.”

thinking voice
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STEP IN THE MUSICAL SPACE 
5-20 minutes 

Learning Intention
We are learning to play sounds that match physical steps.

Suggested Success Criteria
• create a repeating rhythmic pattern using stepping and jumping motions
• make big or small steps to let the group know to play loud or soft
• keep concentrating on the person who is leading
• when leading, look at group members.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts 
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Level: Early, One, Two

Focus
Musical building blocks:

building skill in inventing rhythmic patterns 
and co-ordinating sound with movement;

developing performance skills.

Wellbeing building blocks:
developing confidence to lead the group.

create evaluatepresent
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STEP IN THE MUSICAL SPACE 
5-20 minutes
 

Resources
DVD track 2. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167

Process
1. Stand in a circle, point to the centre of the circle and say:

“This is my musical space. When I make a step into the musical space, you clap and continue to clap whenever I take a step.”
2. Jump into the space and make a rhythmic pattern with exaggerated stepping. The group claps for each step. Offer the musical space over to others.
3. Make the exercise like a performance and have silence at the beginning at the end. 

NB
The presenter in the centre of the circle is the leader and the conductor of the sound. Suggest that the leader
creates repeating patterns to make it easier for the group to follow.

Development Ideas
• Vary dynamics; big steps represent loud claps, little ones quiet claps. 
• Create dramatic pauses by standing still.
• Make up rules for certain steps e.g. if the dancer jumps with two feet everyone else
       jumps with two feet, returning to clapping when the leader makes steps.

For further ideas see 
‘Duet in the

Musical Space’ in
‘Get Creative

with Composition.’

Discuss:What makes a good leader?

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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RUBBER CHICKEN
5 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to perform in unison as a group. 

Suggested Success Criteria
• keep time together while counting down from eight repetitions to one
• begin and end at exactly the same moment.

Experiences and Outcomes
I enjoy creating, choosing and accepting roles, using expression and voice. EXA 1-12a

Level: Early, One, Two
Focus

Musical building blocks:
increasing skill in following conducting 

cues by focussing attention on eye 
contact and body movements;

working together as an ensemble.

enjoyment
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RUBBER CHICKEN
5 minutes

Process
1. The leader vigorously rubs the hands together, the group copies. Make eye contact with each group member. At some point clap the hands together and 

jump feet apart. The group copies. The aim is to do this in unison. Practise this a number of times.
2. Count down from eight shaking each limb in turn for the number of counts. Number one will be very quick with one shake on each side. Finish with the words 

‘rubber chicken!’ (spoken dramatically) whilst shaking out the whole body.                                                                                                              

NB
Develop the habit of taking a breath in before clapping the hands together and breathing out on the clap. See if pupils can recognise this cue.

Development Ideas
• Count down using different languages.
• Let pupils lead. The focus can be on clear steady counting plus making eye
       contact with all members of the group. Include an activity in the lesson that uses counting in eights e.g. make an eight beat break for a rhythm piece and improvise over a count of eight.
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AN ‘UP’ AND A ‘DOWN’ 

5-10 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to speak expressively and rhythmically.

Suggested Success Criteria
• chant the words rhythmically
• clearly articulate the words 
• invent and remember actions over a count of eight.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Health and wellbeing                                                                                                                  
I have the opportunity and freedom to choose and explore ways that I can move rhythmically, expressively and playfully. EXA 0-08a

Level: Early, One, Two

Focus
Musical building blocks:

building skill in moving and speaking with a 
sense of rhythm and pulse; learning to use 

the voice expressively.

Rhythm 
The time element of music.

A specific rhythm is a specific 
pattern in time.
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AN ‘UP’ AND A ‘DOWN’  
5-10 minutes

Resources
8 hula hoops. An instrument to keep the beat. CD track 44. https://soundcloud.com/user-581581062/sets/get-creative-with-song

Process
1. Speak the words and actions, have the children join in.
 
“An up and a down and a forward and a back”

“and around, and around”

“this way and that way, this way and that way”

“touch, your knees, touch your knees”

“Ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee”

“1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8”
2. At the end of each round ask someone to develop a new action over a count of eight.

Development Ideas
Each time vary the type of voice used, ask the children for ideas e.g. like a: queen, a mouse, a chanting monk, an opera singer.

Discuss:
What other vocal sounds

can we make
to warm up our voice?

(Raise one hand up, hand down, step forward, step back.)

(Move hands and hips around in a circle.)

(Flicking fingers from side to side.)

(Use a whispering voice as touch knees.)

(Say with a nasal voice.)

(March in time to the numbers.)

https://soundcloud.com/user
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CROSS THE RHYTHM CIRCLE
5-20 minutes

Learning Intention 
We are learning to accurately copy rhythmic patterns and improvise our own rhythmic patterns.

Suggested Success Criteria
• invent a rhythm pattern and lead this in front of the group
• copy the rhythmic pattern of someone else
• get to know some members of the group better.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical 
activities. EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA

Health and Wellbeing
I am aware of and able to express my feelings and am developing the ability to talk about them. HWB 0-01a / HWB 1-01a / HWB 2-01a / HWB 3-01a / HWB 4-01a
I am aware of the need to respect personal space and boundaries and can recognise and respond appropriately to verbal and non-verbal communication.
HWB 0-45b / HWB 1-45b / HWB 2-45b / HWB 3-45b / HWB 4-45b

Level: Early, One, Two

Focus
Musical building blocks:

building skill in moving and speaking 
with a sense of rhythm and pulse; 

learning to use the voice expressively.

     Learn to use the voice expressively
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CROSS THE RHYTHM CIRCLE 
5-20 minutes

Process
1. Standing in a circle, ask a question of the group in the following manner: “Cross the rhythm circle if you like dogs” (the question can be anything appropriate 

for the age group). Before crossing they must hear the rhythm. Speak the words “and the rhythm is….” (speak a short rhythmic chant or invent a rhythmic 
pattern).

2. If the question is true for a group member, they cross the circle whilst clapping or speaking the rhythm and find a place approximately on the other side. 
Those that do not cross the circle also clap the rhythmic pattern until all members of the group are back in place.

3. In pairs, think of a question to ask the group and make up a rhythmic pattern. The rhythmic pattern can be remembered by choosing words or body 
percussion moves.

4. Each pair leads a question and speaks or claps a rhythm for the group to copy.

NB
This is a variation on “The Sun is Shining” in ‘Get Creative with Health and Wellbeing’. It is important to emphasise that it is up to each person whether they 
decide something is true for them. This is to support personal space and privacy when appropriate and is normally more relevant with upper primary.
When planning a set rhythmic piece, all parts can be learnt in this way at the beginning of the lesson. 

Development Ideas
• Repeat after learning any of the rhythm units (see pages 62 - 98) and chant a rhythmic pattern using 

rhythm syllables.
• Sing the question and the rhythm, improvising a melody.

Discuss:What did you learn about someone else in the group that you didn’t already know?
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PASS THE NAME STOMP
5-10 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to use words to make rhythms.

Suggested Success Criteria
• stamp the number of beats in each person’s name
• make eye contact with a person when saying and stamping the rhythm of their name.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Level: Early, One, Two

Focus
Musical building blocks: 
understanding how to create 

rhythmic patterns by using the 
syllables in words.  

create evaluatepresent
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PASS THE NAME STOMP
5-10 minutes 

Resources
 A variety of class instruments for half the group.

Process
1. Demonstrate clapping some names indicating the number of syllables.
2. In pairs, make sure each person can clap and stamp the number of syllables in their name.
3. Stand in a circle, choose a ‘starter’. The ‘starter’ stamps and says their name, then looks to someone else in the circle and stamps and says their name.
      This person stamps, says their name and chooses someone else in the circle and so on until all children have played.
 

NB
Create a steady flowing pattern by repeating the same name order.

Development Ideas
• Repeat the activity without speaking the names, use eye contact and feet stamping.
• Encourage expressive ways to speak the other person’s name, making the voice loud or soft and adapting the foot stamping accordingly.
• Make it a performance.

Discuss:What can we do to pass the names without a pause?
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CONDUCTED RHYTHM IMPROVISATION
5-20 mins

Learning Intention
We are learning to improvise rhythmic patterns.

Suggested Success Criteria
• give hand signals to indicate when someone is to play 
• listen to the overall sound of the group whilst playing
• make up a musical pattern using clapping and other body beats
• invent a rhythmic pattern that ‘works’ with the other rhythmic patterns being played (level 1 and 2).

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can sing and play music from other styles and cultures, showing growing confidence and skill while learning about musical notation and performance directions.
EXA 1-16a
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a

Health and Wellbeing
I am aware of and able to express my feelings and am developing the ability to talk about them. HWB 0-01a / HWB 1-01a / HWB 2-01a / HWB 3-01a / HWB 4-01a

Level: Early, One, Two
Focus

Musical building blocks:
building skill in improvising and 

conducting others.
Wellbeing building blocks: 

listening to others and making choices 
based on the overall ‘sound’ of the 

group.

choice
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CONDUCTED RHYTHM IMPROVISATION
5-20 mins

Process
1. Lead a steady beat tapping both hands on the legs.
2. Hold out the palm of the hand to a member of the group as an invitation to switch from beat keeping to improvising a rhythmic pattern. This pattern can 

include any sounds that can be made with the body.
3. Gradually add in more children to this ‘improvising group’, whilst keeping enough people on the beat to hold a structure. Any one person can be ‘conducted 

out’ by selecting a suitable cue e.g. hand palm down then pulled back into a fist shape. Those conducted out of the improvisation return to the steady beat 
tapping.

4. Conduct a stop when everyone has had at least one opportunity to improvise.
5. Repeat, passing the conducting role to a pupil. The conductor will decide the tempo/speed of the beat at the beginning as well as cueing people in and out. 

She/he also makes choices as to how they want the piece to sound and how it will end. It could end with all improvising or all back on the beat.

NB
As this activity is repeated the group develops more skill in creating rhythmic patterns that fit with the beat. 
It can be used as a warm up game over several weeks giving frequent conducting opportunities.
Have a listener group to provide feedback.

Development Ideas
• Conduct dynamic changes.
• Introduce vocal sounds as part of the improvisation.
• Allow improvisers to copy an idea from someone else. 
• Try in two groups, start together with the same tempo.

Discuss: How can we make it sound 
better for an audience? 
How can we end the piece?
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ONE, TWO, THREE
10-15 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to recognise musical patterns.

Suggested Success Criteria
• invent and present a version of one, two, three
• present the pattern without counting the numbers
• recognise the musical pattern.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Level: One, Two
Focus

Musical building blocks:
building concentration skills;

developing awareness of patterns.

1    2   3
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ONE, TWO, THREE
10-15 minutes    

Resources
Two boomwhackers.

Process
1. In pairs, partners facing each other, one person says one, the other partner counts two, returning to the first person for count three.
      The counting continues in this manner (each partner will count ‘one’ every other round).
2. Introduce a clap when the number one is spoken.
3. Ask them to create an action for number three.  
4. Replace numbers 1 and 3 with these sounds and actions. 
5. Present to another pair or to the group.                              

Development Ideas
Replace the numbers with one syllable sung words. Each pair chooses three random words, sung in any way they wish.

Check forchallenge and enjoyment.

     Building concentration and developing awareness of patterns.
challenge
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Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I enjoy creating, choosing and accepting roles, using , expression and voice. EXA 1-12a

Suggested Success Criteria
• chant the words with actions in time to the beat
• enjoy participating in the game.

Learning Intention
We are learning to chant rhythmically in time to a beat.

HEY, MY NAME IS MO
5-10 minutes. A fun warm up game, useful if there is excess energy to discharge.

Level: One, Two

Focus
Musical building blocks: 

developing stamina to speak rhythmically over 
a sustained period of time.

Wellbeing building blocks:
the ability to join in with playful group 

experiences; co-ordinating physical movement 
and speech. 

speaking voice speaking voice

play
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HEY, MY NAME IS MO
5-10 minutes

Resources
DVD track 2. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167

Process
1. Learn the chant and actions below.

Hey, my name is Mo and I work in a sweet factory
I have a cat and a dog and a brother called Joe
One day my boss said to me, she said ‘Mo are you busy?’
I said ‘No’. She said ‘push this button with your left hand’ (push left hand in and out). 

2.    Begin the chant again, adding at the end “push this button with your right hand”. The words continue in this way, repeating the first phrase and adding in a 
different action each time e.g. left, foot, right foot, nose, until everyone is jumping about and can’t continue any longer. The game finishes with the words “Mo 
are you busy, I said YES!”

NB
Keep the words going as long as the group has energy.

Development Ideas
• Let pupils lead, each taking a turn at a verse.
• Devise another version.

Check forchallenge and enjoyment.

Use a section of the chant 
to create a rhythmic piece.

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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EIGHT BEAT RHYTHM CLOCK 
5-25 minutes. This is a simple warm up activity with many Development Ideas. The structure can also be used as a framework for improvisation.

Learning Intention
We are learning to keep the beat using our ‘thinking voice’ and body movements.

Suggested Success Criteria
• clap together and take a step into the centre of the circle on number one
• clap on another number between two and eight
• keep count of the numbers most of the time.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Level: One, Two

Focus
Musical building blocks:
developing skill in building an 

‘internal’ sense of pulse and pattern. 

Wellbeing building blocks:
improving sustained concentration.

thinking voice
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EIGHT BEAT RHYTHM CLOCK 
5-25 minutes

PROCESS
1. Stand in a circle. Imagine a clock with only eight numbers. On number one everyone steps forward whilst clapping above the head. Step back and continue 

the count up to eight. Repeat this cycle several times.
2. Ask everyone to choose another number between two and eight. There is no need for us to know this number. Each person also clap on their chosen number 

as well as number one. Have someone count the group in and practise. At first count aloud, then go to ‘thinking voice’.

Development Ideas
• Each person chooses two numbers, and plays a body percussion sound on their chosen numbers.
• Instead of clapping make animal sounds on the chosen numbers.
• Increase the tempo, play a presto (very fast) version.
• Play using a backing track. This can be anything with four beats in a bar. Using a loop on garageband is an option.
• Introduce ‘off beats’ by counting to eight using the ‘and’. It will go like this: 

Count and clap only on number 1 and the & of 8.  Have everyone choose an ‘off beat’ to clap on. Use a backing 
track to play alongside the off beats. Reggae style works well. Try ‘Bongo Bong’ by Manu Chao or ‘Three Little 
Birds’ by Bob Marley.
• Use the eight beat count as a framework for improvisation. The improvisers have boomwhackers (one or two 

can play at a time). The improvisers’ rule is that they must also hit on the number one, but then can make up 
their own rhythmic pattern. Emphasise listening to each other.

Presto:music in a fast tempo.

1    &    2    &   3    &    4    &   5    &    6    &    7    &   8     &
x                                                                                               x to listen
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THREE, FOUR, FIVE PATTERNS
5-20 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to play a body percussion piece in three parts.

Suggested Success Criteria
• keep a steady pattern in three, four, or five beats alongside two different patterns
• call out “hey” when the clap of each group coincides.

 

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a
I have listened to a range of music and can respond by discussing my thoughts and feelings. I can give and accept constructive comment on my own and others’ 
work. EXA 1-19a / EXA 2-19a

Level: Two

Focus
Musical building blocks:

Building rhythmic ensemble skills; 
specifically maintaining a rhythmic 
pattern against another contrasting 

pattern.
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THREE, FOUR, FIVE PATTERNS
5-20 minutes

Process
1. Keep a body percussion beat over a count of three in the following manner: clap, chest tap with right hand, chest tap with 

left hand. Practise.
2. Keep a body percussion beat over a count of 4 in the following manner: clap, chest tap with right hand, chest tap with left 

hand, both hands tap thighs. Practise.
3. Keep a body percussion beat over a count of five in the following manner: clap, chest tap with right hand, chest tap with left hand, thigh tap with right hand, 

thigh tap with left hand. Practise.
4. Divide into two parts: one keep a beat in three, the other the beat in four. Start together after a count of four. Note: Both groups will begin together with a 

clap and will clap together again after several rounds. Can they notice the pattern and say “hey” when both groups clap together.
5. Divide the group into three parts: each part plays either the 3, 4 or 5 beat pattern. This time the parts will coincide less often. Can they spot when and shout 

“hey”?

Development Ideas
• Create different body beats for each pattern. Make sure they all begin with the same body beat.
• Vary the tempo.
• Play on tuned percussion, choosing the same note for the first beat of each pattern
• Sing in three parts using solfa (see ‘Get Creative with Song’ for sol-fa explanation). Give support by using chime bars.
       Three beat group sings: do,re,mi (C D E) 
       Four beat group sings: do, re, mi, so  (C D E G )
       Five beat group sings: do, re, mi, so, la  (C D E G A)                                                                                                                  
       These 5 pitches make up a pentatonic scale. 

Discuss:
What can we do to 
help us keep in time

well together?

Have a‘listening group’and give feedback.

do     re     mi            so     la   

The Pentatonic Scale
These five notes: do, re, mi, so, la,  make up a pentatonic scale. The pentatonic scale can be sung easily by children 
at early and level one because it omits the half step between mi and fa. This scale is used in many Scottish folk tunes 
and any song containing only the pentatonic scale will work
well sung in a round or in canon. 
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FUZZY DUCKY
5-15 minutes. A playful warm up game that focuses on improvised singing and maths skills.

Learning Intention
We are learning to recognise rhythmic patterns.

Suggested Success Criteria
• sing the word ‘fuzzy’ on any multiples of three
• sing the word ‘ducky’ on any multiples of seven
• invent different ways to sing the words ‘fuzzy’ and ‘ducky’.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a

Level: Two

Focus
Musical building blocks:

recognising patterns and developing 
confidence in vocal improvisation.

Rhythm 
The time element of music.

A specific rhythm is a specific 
pattern in time.
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FUZZY DUCKY
5-15 minutes

Resources
A ball for throwing.

Process
1. Stand in a circle. Going around the circle count from one to twenty-one (only one person speaks a number at a time) e.g. the designated starter speaks 

number one, the person to their left speaks number two and so forth.
2. Repeat, adding a clap as the number is spoken.
3. Repeat this BUT when there is a multiple of three the word ‘fuzzy’ is sung (in any manner) and on a multiple of seven, the word ‘ducky’ is sung.
       The aim is to reach twenty-one whilst keeping in time with the beat. The whole pattern should sound like this:

Development Ideas
• Count to thirty, forty…how far can you go?
• Introduce different body percussion moves for ‘fuzzy’ and ‘ducky’. 
• Create different game rules e.g. whenever there is a ‘fuzzy’, everyone has to tap their heads/turn around. 

Discuss:What other games can we invent using this idea?What other versions can we create?

One, two, fuzzy, four, five, fuzzy, ducky, 
eight, fuzzy, ten, eleven, fuzzy, thirteen, 
ducky, fuzzy, sixteen, seventeen, fuzzy, 

nineteen, twenty, fuzzy ducky!
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PASS THE RHYTHM
5-15 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to listen to and copy rhythmic patterns.

Suggested Success Criteria
• copy and keep playing the rhythmic pattern of the person to the right
• switch from one rhythmic pattern to another
• keep our rhythmic pattern steady, even when there are other rhythmic patterns being played.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a

Level: Two
Focus

Musical building blocks:
building listening and copying 

skills.

    Building listening and copying skills to listen
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PASS THE RHYTHM
5-15 minutes                         

Resources
Boomwhackers (optional) 

Process
1. Sit or stand in a circle. The leader makes up a rhythmic pattern. It is best to begin simply (four stamps or claps for example). The leader loops the rhythm 

(keeps playing it). NB it’s useful to indicate the beginning of the pattern with a nod of the head. 
2. The person to the left of the leader joins in with the rhythm after they have heard it a few times. The person to the left of them does the same etc… in this 

way players will be layered in one at a time.
3. Once the rhythm has been passed about a third of the way round the group, the leader begins a new rhythm. Again the person to the left of them joins in 

once they have heard it a few times. There will now be two different rhythmic patterns moving around the group.
4. The leader again introduces a new rhythm and so on.

NB
If the group is small (eight or less) let the first rhythm pass around the circle a couple of times
before another is added. 
The bigger the group the more often rhythmic patterns can be added.

Development Ideas
• Have a pupil lead. This is a challenge as it is hard to invent a rhythm
       while another is being played. Use Rhythm Cards to support this (see p. 127).
• Play using percussion instruments.

Check for challenge

challenge
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OFF BEAT CLAPPERS
5-20 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to create eight beat rhythmic patterns using off beats.

Suggested Success Criteria
• keep a beat with the feet and clap off beats
• pass the ball in time with the numbers
• invent an eight beat pattern
• present an eight beat pattern with dynamic changes.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17

Level: Two

Focus
Musical building blocks: 

building rhythmic ensemble 
skills, particularly playing off beat 

patterns alongside a pulse.

    Play off-beat patterns alongside a pulse
If we are counting a steady beat (1,2,3,4 etc.) and clap exactly in time with the numbers, we are playing ‘on the beat’. If we clap in between the numbers we are playing ‘off the beat’.
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OFF BEAT CLAPPERS
5-20 minutes 

Resources
Soft ball

Process
1. Standing in a circle, pass a ball in time to a beat whilst keeping a repeated count of eight. 
2. After the ball gets to number eight, create some action or activity for the group to do together (such as a jumping turn; running on the spot for a fast count of 

eight), ask the group for ideas. Once the action is done begin passing the ball again to a count of eight and so on.
3. Repeat but add in a count of 1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 &.  The ball should be still passed on the beat (the numbers). Name the ‘ands’ as the off beat. 

Have everyone speak this as a chant. Vary by switching between ‘thinking’ and ‘speaking’ voice. 
4. Put a group in the middle to be the ‘off beat clappers’. This group walk in time to the beat and clap on the ‘&’s. When they reach ‘eight &’ they should join in 

with the action.                                                                                

Development Ideas
In small groups create eight beat rhythmic patterns using on and off beats. Play these on the body or boomwhackers. It can be accompanied by actions and 
sounds. Can they loop the pattern? Can they play it with varying dynamics (loud, soft, crescendo, diminuendo)? Present to the group. Appreciate and evaluate.

evaluateappreciation

crescendo diminuendo

present
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Section Two
BEAT KEEPING GAMES

      Musical activities to support leadership, collaboration, and self expression

☺
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BEAT KEEPING
Establishing a steady beat is essential for any rhythmic ensemble.
It’s helpful to have a large variety of ways to practise this skill. 

BODY ACTIONS
Moving the hands like a heart beat.
The group keeps a collective beat, moving the fingers of the
hands in and out like a pulsing heart, whilst speaking the words “boom”.
Speed up or slow down this beat.

Moving the elbows in and out like bellows.
In a similar fashion as the heart beat, but moving one or both elbows out and in.

Tapping the hand over the chest area.
Indicate the heart beat with this movement.

Employ any of the above if the beat is speeding up.
Assign movement beat keepers to support the group.
Let them choose a movement (make sure it works for the tempo of the piece).

BEAT KEEPING IDEAS
• Pass or bounce a ball in time to a beat (see ‘Get Creative with Song’ for lots of ball passing ideas).• Sing songs whilst keeping the beat.• Speak rhymes whilst keeping the beat.• Create body actions.

• March.
• Swing the arms.
• Play a backing track with a strong sense of pulse. • Use Garageband loops to play along with.• Imitate others who are keeping a steady beat by closely watching body movements.
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LEMON, LIME
5-15 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to keep the beat and play a rhythm at the same time.
For early level: We are learning to keep the beat by speaking a rhyme.

Suggested Success Criteria
• speak the words and march in time to a steady beat
• march to a steady beat and clap the rhythm of the words
• explain the difference between rhythm and beat.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I have the freedom to use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound and rhythm. EXA 0-17a

Level: Early, One, Two

4
4 Lem-on   lime  keep  in   time,       keep    it    stea- dy  keep   it  sweet

clap your hands &  keep the beat          one      two    three   four.

Focus
Musical building blocks: 
understanding the difference 
between rhythm and pulse.

RHYMES FOR BEAT KEEPING
Singing and speaking gives a framework to keep the beat steady. The following two activities can be used as quick warm ups to beat keeping or to illustrate the 
difference between rhythm and pulse (beat).

“Lemon, Lime keep in time
Keep it steady, keep it sweet
Clap your hands and keep the beat
One, Two, Three, Four”
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LEMON, LIME
5-15 minutes 

Process
1. Speak the words in rhythmic time.
2. Chant the verse together, marching in time to the beat. 
3. Clap the rhythm of the words. Point out this is the rhythm and our feet are keeping the beat.
4. Keep the beat by marching the feet and clap the rhythm.

NB
A useful chant when playing samba with younger children. Have the surdo players play a pulse while speaking the verse.
The first two points in the process are sufficient for early level.

Development Ideas
Choose some rhymes and work in pairs. Have one person clap the rhythm and another person keep the beat. Present to the class.

present
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MARCH TOGETHER KEEP A BEAT
5-15 minutes. Use in the same way as ‘Lemon Lime’.

“March together keep a beat 
 Feel that movement in your feet
 Stand together in a row
 Moving forward off we go”

NB
The action in bar three can be changed each time e.g. “click your fingers”.

Development Ideas
Play as an easy two part rhythmic round. One group begins and another starts after the first two bars.

Level: Early, One, Two

4
4
March to -  ge - ther keep  a   beat   feel that move-ment in your feet.  Stand  to -  ge - ther   in      a    row

mov-ing    for-ward off    we   go.            One    two    three    four                five       six      seven  eight
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MOSES SUPPOSES
10-20 minutes 

Learning Intention
We are learning to chant triplet patterns in time to a beat.

Suggested Success Criteria
• pass the ball in time to the beat
• throw the ball in time to the beat
• speak the words rhythmically in time with the beat
• co-operate as a group.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing
with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Level: One, Two

12
8

 Mos - es     su - po  - ses   his  toe - ses    are   ro - ses   but   Mos - es    su - po  - ses   er - ron -   e  - ous -  ly.     For

   no -  bo - dy’s  toe -ses   are   po - sies   of     ro -  ses   as    Mo - ses  sup - po -  ses   his  toe - ses    to     be!

.

Focus
Musical building blocks:

developing skill in chanting triplet 
patterns and co-ordinating passing and 

throwing in time to a beat.

fairness
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MOSES SUPPOSES
10-20 minutes

Resources
Boomwhackers (optional)

Process
1. Learn the chant.
2. Pass a ball around a circle keeping a beat in time to the chant. 
3. When a person gets the ball on the words “Moses” they sit down and take a boomwhacker (which are laid out in the centre). Those in the centre keep the 

beat with the boomwhacker. 
4. The game continues until all the ball passers are out. 

NB
Boomwhackers are optional, those that are out can keep the beat using body beats.

Development Ideas
• Devise new rules for the game e.g. the first time a person gets the ball they stand on one leg and keep passing.
• Play the game without speaking the words aloud. Keep the words in the ‘thinking voice’. 
• Play the game and switch between speaking and thinking voice. NB assign a pupil to stand out of the circle and call out ‘speaking’ and ‘thinking’.
• Those that are ‘out’ play the rhythm of the words as opposed to keeping the beat.
• Play the rhythm of the words. Divide the group into two, half keep the beat, half play the rhythm.

Can we pass the ball and keep the rhyme in a ‘thinking voice’?Can we decide a signal for a person to sit down if they forget?

speaking voice thinking voice
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GONG GING GING
10-20 minutes . A ‘chasing’ game.

Learning Intention 
We are learning to sing by ourselves with confidence whilst keeping in time with the beat.

Suggested Success Criteria
• solo sing the Gong Ging Ging chant
• tap people on the shoulder in time with the beat whilst moving around the circle.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can sing and play music from other styles and cultures, showing growing confidence and skill while learning about musical notation and performance directions.
EXA 1-16a

Level: One, Two

°

¢

Gong ging ging gong ging ging gong ging ging gong

Zap zap zab a- doo day Zap zap zab a- doo day

4

4

4

4

/

/

œ

œ œ

œ

œ œ

œ

œ œ

œ

Œ

œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ

Focus
Musical building blocks:

building confidence in solo singing and 
skill in singing in rhythmic time.

CD track 43. https://soundcloud.com/user-581581062/sets/get-creative-with-song

https://soundcloud.com/user
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GONG GING GING
10-20 minutes

Resources
CD track 43. https://soundcloud.com/user-581581062/sets/get-creative-with-song

Process
1. Learn the two rhythm chants in call and answer style. NB Gong Ging Ging is sung with two pitches, one higher, one lower.
2. Play on the body choosing different body beats. Remember there is a one beat rest at the end of the pattern. To mark this use the rhythm syllable ssh.
3. The group sit in a circle, one person is chosen to be the first tapper. The tapper walks around the outside of the circle chanting the Gong ging ging rhythm 

tapping each person as they go in time to the beat.
4. When they land on the last gong, the person who they tap jumps up and chases them around the circle back to their starting place. While they are being 

chased the rest of the group chants “zap, zap, zabadoo day”. The tapper sits down and the person who chased takes over as the next tapper, and so on.

Development Ideas
• Using any variation of the Gong Ging Ging words and experiment with different rhythmic patterns.
• Play as a three part rhythm piece with beat keepers, Gong ging ging and Zap, zap, zabadoo day. 
• Practise as a three part rhythm in small groups taking turns to conduct.
• Use ‘Gong ging ging’ as an example rhythmic pattern to notate after learning rhythmic patterns (see p. 59).

Gong ging ging rhythm with rhythmic unit syllables:

te     te     ta          te     te     ta         te     te     ta      ta    ssh
g

 ssh
g

https://soundcloud.com/user
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Section Three
RHYTHM AND MOVEMENT

Develop ease and skill in using movement to interpret rhythm and musical form.

☺
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EIGHT SECOND MOVES
5-10 minutes. A  warm up activity. 

Learning Intentions
We are learning to present actions over a count of eight beats.

Suggested Success Criteria
•  make at least four different actions over a count of eight seconds
•  make one that lasts for eight seconds.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I have the opportunity and freedom to choose and explore ways that I can move rhythmically, expressively and playfully. EXA 0-08a
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical 
activities. EXA 1-18a, EXA 2-18a

Level: Early, One, Two

Focus
Musical building blocks:

developing a body feel for 
duration over a count of eight 

beats.
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EIGHT SECOND MOVES
5-10 minutes

Process
1. Count aloud from one to eight. The group make as many as many different types of movements during this count of eight. They do not have to be in time 

with the beat. Repeat without speaking the numbers aloud but giving a four beat count in.
2. This time the rule is to make only one  over a count of eight. Count aloud for this version.

NB
If short of space, have half the class as observers.

Development Ideas
• Develop a sequence of actions over several counts of eight.
• Introduce vocal sounds to accompany the actions e.g. sing a long sound with the one slow  

over a count of eight and allow for free improvised sounds when making many actions over 
a count of eight. 

Discuss:How can we improve the vocal sounds?

create evaluatepresent
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LOCOMOTOR SKILLS
10-30 minutes 

Learning Intention
We are learning movement skills that can be used to represent musical sounds.

Suggested Success Criteria
• make different movements in response to a piece of music
• sing back or describe some of the music we have heard
• discuss how the music feels to us.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical
activities. EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA 2-18a
I have listened to a range of music and can respond by discussing my thoughts and feelings. I can give and accept constructive comment on my own and others’ 
work. EXA 1-19a / EXA 2-19a

Level: Early, One, Two

Locomotor skills that can be useful in the interpretation of rhythm and musical form: walking, jogging, running, hopping, jumping, skipping, galloping, leaping, striding, turning, high stepping.

Focus
What learners are communicating:

an understanding of how movement can 
represent musical sounds.

How learners are communicating:
by making different types of body movements.

Musical building blocks:
developing skill in representing musical ideas 
through movement specifically duration, flow, 
direction, intensity, repetition, rests, loud and 

softs.
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LOCOMOTOR SKILLS
10-30 minutes

Resources
A varied selection of musical extracts. Suggested pieces:
Bach English Suite No 6 in D minor BWV 811- Glenn Gould Gavotte https://youtu.be/GDLA2jOmd3o
Beethoven Moonlight Sonata (good for slower walking/movements) https://youtu.be/5-MT5zeY6CU
Le Onde - Ludovico Einaudi https://youtu.be/Vg-0DFNTBm0
Robert Schumann: Op. 68, No. 8 The Wild Horseman (good for galloping movements) https://youtu.be/qZ1OJyQYZzw

Process
1. Run through a selection of the locomotor skills (see previous page). From the beginning build simple skills such as stopping and starting together,  and creat-

ing freeze points. 
2. Play a varied selection of musical extracts and allow children to experiment with movements. 
3. Repeat, asking them to listen for changes in volume and modify their movements to represent this.
4. Discuss the musical extracts. During the discussion, play back certain sections and have some movement demonstrations.

NB
If short of space, have half the class as observers.

Development Ideas
• Make all the movements with a single body part such as the legs, hands, or even an elbow.
•  Work in pairs, one following the movements of the other.
•  Devise a repeating pattern of moments over a certain number of beats e.g. hop for four, turn for four, stride for eight, and repeat (see next activity
        ‘Movement Patterns’).

Discuss:What did you hear in the music that made you create a certain movement?Can you sing what you heard?

Movement can represent musical sounds

https://youtu.be/GDLA2jOmd3o
https://youtu.be
https://youtu.be/Vg
https://youtu.be/qZ1OJyQYZzw
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MOVEMENT PATTERNS
20-40 minutes 

Learning Intention
We are learning to create music using sequences of movements.

Suggested Success Criteria
• create a sequence of movements over sixteen beats
• play in time with the movements of the ‘dancers’
• choose different types of percussive sounds for each type of movement.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a
I have listened to a range of music and can respond by discussing my thoughts and feelings. I can give and accept constructive comment on my own and others’ 
work. EXA 1-19a / EXA 2-19a

Health and Wellbeing
I am discovering ways that I can link actions and skills to create movement patterns and sequences. This has motivated me to practise and improve my skills to 
develop control and flow. HWB 1-21a

Level: Early (simplified), One, Two
Focus

What learners are communicating:
an understanding of the relationship between movement 

and sound.

How learners are communicating:
through moving and interpreting movements with sound 

patterns on various instruments.

Musical building blocks:
remembering and creating sequences over specific 

durations; building playing techniques on tuned and 
untuned percussion. 

create
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MOVEMENT PATTERNS
20-40 minutes 

Resources
Boomwhackers and/or various hand held percussion.

Preparation
Familiarity with Feelings and Needs cards.

Process
1. Using any of the movements from the locomotor skills box (listed above) have children devise a sequence of movements over sixteen beats. The play rule is 

to use only three types of movement e.g. hop for four, turn for four, stride for eight.
2. In small groups create another sequence together and present these to the large group.
3. Divide into groups of players and movers. Offer players a variety of percussion instruments.  Using the same movement patterns already devised, the players 

create a sound to play on each of the moves e.g. four boomwhacker notes on the hops, four beats on a shaker for the turn, eight notes on a xylophone for the 
strides. The players practise with the ‘dancers’ and present to the whole group.

Development Ideas
• Allow the players to freely interpret the movements of the dancers. This may result in staccato playing on the hops and longer sustained notes on the strides. 

Repeat the pattern several times in order for players to have time to develop as the dancers are presenting. 
• Create a piece in pairs with one instrumental player and one dancer.
• Extend the number of movement options.

Discuss:
How can we make the music better 

represent the movements?
Are there any playing techniques 

that can help us? 

Discuss:

which instrument could 

best represent each 

type of movement?

Staccato playing:
short, sharp, detached notes. Think of it 

as touching something hot, the hand has to 
move away fast.
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Section Four
DEVISING RHYTHMS WITH RHYMES

      Activities using words of simple rhymes to create rhythmic phrases

☺
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MAKING RHYTHMS WITH NURSERY RHYMES
15-30 minutes 

Learning Intention
We are learning to use words to make rhythmic patterns.

Suggested Success Criteria
• make a rhythmic pattern using a line from a nursery rhyme
• keep the beat and play the rhythm of the words (second level)
• invent body beats for a rhythm and present these to the group.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical 
activities. EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA 2-18a

Level: Early, One
Focus

What learners are communicating:
the difference between rhythm and pulse; the ability to 

play in two or more rhythmic parts.

How learners are communicating:
using speaking and body beats to experiment with 

rhythmic patterns. 

Musical building blocks:
building consistency in the ability to maintain rhythmic 
patterns alongside a beat; developing body percussion 

and performance skills.
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MAKING RHYTHMS with NURSERY RHYMES
15-30 minutes  

Resources
Boomwhackers and/or various hand held percussion.

Preparation
Familiarity with feelings and needs cards.

Process
1. Choose a nursery rhyme together as a group.
2. Speak the rhyme and keep the beat by marching with the feet
3. Ask “What rhythm could we play with this rhyme?” Explore options that match the number of syllables in each word.
4. Half the group clap the rhythm, half keep the beat (the beat can be kept with the feet or some other body beat).
5. In pairs devise body beats for the rhythm. They should practise this speaking and without speaking the words. Criteria: the body percussion must be able to 

be done rhythmically in time and repeatedly over several cycles.
6. Each pair presents to the group. Have the group keep the beat while each pair presents their body percussion piece. Decide how many times they will present 

or choose a cue for stopping.

NB
There are plenty of opportunities for pupils to practising conducting the group in and out of the rhythm.

Development Ideas
• Use this as a springboard to create a piece in three or more parts. 
• Transfer the rhythmic pattern to tuned percussion, and use boomwhackers to keep a beat.
• Work in small groups, each group chooses their own nursery rhyme and present it to the group. Each group
       assigns one or two people to be rotating beat keepers as they practise.

Discuss:Did the body percussion stay in time with the beat?How can we improve the performance?
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TWINKLE TWINKLE
15-30 minutes  Body percussion invention.

Learning Intention
We are learning to use songs to help us invent body percussion pieces.

Suggested Success Criteria
• invent an eight beat body percussion part
• present confidently to the group
• play in time with the beat.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a

Level: One, Two 

Focus
What learners are communicating:
developing skills to translate words of a song 

into rhythmic patterns.

How learners are communicating:
by creating rhythmic patterns using body 

percussion.

Musical building blocks:
building skill in keeping rhythmic patterns in time 
with a pulse; building confidence in performing.

present
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TWINKLE TWINKLE
15-30 minutes  

Process
1. Explore body percussion moves.
2. Ask a pupil to speak the words for Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star.
3. Ask another pupil to clap the rhythm.
4. As a group devise a clapping and stamping pattern to play with the first two lines.
5. In pairs create body beats for lines three and four. Present these to another pair.
6. In pairs create an eight beat middle section using a different rhythm. Take turns to be the 

beat keeper. NB the timing for the eight beats is equivalent to two lines of the song. 
7. Present to the group. Appreciate and evaluate.

Development Ideas
• Add dynamics.
• Add vocal sounds.
• Play on percussion instruments.

Discuss:What body beats are 
particularly effective?

What do we notice and 
enjoy as the audience?

evaluateappreciation
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SEAWEED AND ICE
20-40 minutes . Using verse for rhythmic arrangements.

Learning Intention
We are learning to play and conduct a body percussion piece in two, three or four parts.

Suggested Success Criteria
• invent body beats to play in time with words of the rhyme
• count the group in with a steady count of four
• count the group out with a steady count of four
• look at other people in the group to check if everyone is playing together.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I have experienced the energy and excitement of presenting/performing for audiences and being part of an audience for other people’s presentations/
performances. EXA 0-01a / EXA 1-01a / EXA 2-01a
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a

Level: One, Two 

Focus
What learners are communicating:
an understanding of rhythmic patterns and 

pulse; the ability to listen to each other to play 
as an ensemble.

How learners are communicating:
through taking leadership roles and using body 

percussion sounds to communicate musical 
ideas.

Musical building blocks:
developing skills in presenting as part of a 

rhythm ensemble.
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SEAWEED AND ICE
20-40 minutes  

Resources
DVD track 4. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167  Tuned and untuned percussion for Development Ideas.

Process
1. Learn the rhythm call and answer style.
2. Play a ball passing game around the circle; keep the beat with the ball whilst speaking the words. Create a rule, 

for example, when the ball lands on the word “tide”, everyone jumps in the air.  Ask for suggestions for actions or 
variations of actions that can happen on other words.

3. Learn the other rhythmic parts in call and answer style, or with body beat patterns.
4. Create a rhythm chant by speaking all three parts together. NB to begin, layer each part starting with part one.
5. Play all rhythmic patterns together. Take turns to conduct in small groups or altogether.

Development Ideas
• Play on percussion instruments.
• Create a sung version. 
• Create a performance in small groups, allowing some of the parts to be altered.
• Create a unison ‘break’ for the piece. Divide into small groups. Each group thinks of a sentence that relates to the verse (this can be anything to do with the 

seashore or beach). Using the syllables of the sentence create a rhythm that the whole group can play together. Listen to these and play together as a group, 
choosing one or two to add into the piece.

• Arrange a performance opportunity.
• Invent another game that can be played using the verse (this can be a variation on the ball passing game).
• Invent other chants connected with the local or outdoor environment.

Seaweed and ice
Jump on it twice
Skate and slide 
towards the tide

Discuss:How can we sing each line?What sort of sounds suitthe words?

°

¢

Part one

Part two

Part three

Sea weed- and ice jump on intwice skateand slide to wards- the tide

Ice crack ing- ice crack ing- ice crack ing- ice crack ing-

Jump jump jump high er- jump jump jump high er-
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https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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SKIMMING THE SLATE
20-40 minutes . Using verse for rhythmic arrangements.

Learning Intention
We are learning to play and conduct a body percussion piece in two, three or four parts.

Suggested Success Criteria
• invent body beats to play in time with words of the rhyme
• count the group in with a steady count of four
• count the group out with a steady count of four
• look at other people in the group to check if everyone is playing together.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I have experienced the energy and excitement of presenting/performing for audiences and being part of an audience for other people’s presentations/
performances. EXA 0-01a / EXA 1-01a / EXA 2-01a
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a

Level: One, Two 
Focus

What learners are communicating:
an understanding of rhythmic patterns and pulse; 

the ability to listen to each other to play as an 
ensemble.

How learners are communicating:
through taking leadership roles and using body 

percussion sounds to communicate musical ideas.

Musical building blocks:
developing skills in presenting as part of a rhythm 

ensemble.
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SKIMMING THE SLATE
20-40 minutes  

Resources CD track 45. https://soundcloud.com/user-581581062/sets/get-creative-with-song

Process
1. Speak the rhyme in rhythmic time. 
2. Speak the rhyme and play a ball passing game. Pass the ball in time to the beat, when the ball is passed on the word ‘time’, the person who has the ball looks 

at someone across the circle, throws the ball on number one, the person who catches the ball throws to someone else on two, etc. NB the ball shouldn’t be 
passed to the same person twice unless the group is smaller than nine. There is a one beat rest after nine, this can be marked by raising the ball in the air, or 
another action of choice.

3. Learn the other rhythmic parts in call and answer style (as there are no words yet it may be useful to learn it with body beats).
4. In small groups make up words for the other two parts which have a 

connection to the first part. Choose the best words and
       chant together in three parts.
5. Invent body beats or play on tuned percussion and present as a group.

Development Ideas
• Play on percussion instruments.
• Create a sung version. 
• Create a performance in small groups, allowing some of the parts to 

be altered.
• Create a unison ‘break’ for the piece. Divide into small groups. Each 

group thinks of a sentence that relates to the verse (this can be 
anything to do with the seashore or beach). Using the syllables of the 
sentence create a rhythm that the whole group can play together. 
Listen to these and play together as a group, choosing one or two to 
add into the piece.

• Arrange a performance opportunity
• Invent another game that can be played using the verse (this can be a 

variation on the ball passing game).
• Invent other chants connected with the local or outdoor 

environment.

Discuss:How can we make this into a performance piece and who can we present for?

Part one

Part two

Part three

skimm ing- skimm ing- skmm ing- the slate How man y- skims have you got this time

One, two three, four, five, six, sev en- eight nine.
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Skimming, skimming skimming the slate
How many skims have I got this time

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 

https://soundcloud.com/user
nine.There
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Section Five
RHYTHMIC UNITS

      Musical activities to support leadership, collaboration, and self expression

☺ ☺
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INTRODUCTION
This section follows a progression for teaching rhythmic units. Much of this method is based on the work of Kodaly* and Dalcroze.** The emphasis is on learning 
the units first through speech and body movements followed by the use of rhythm cards. This follows the well established music education principle of sound 
before symbol. For an introduction to these units see DVD track 5. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167

Rhythm syllable systems 
The system used is based on the Kodaly system adopted by the National Youth Choir of Scotland. There are 
a variety of different systems in operation and you may have previously used a slightly different one e.g. it 
was common to use ‘ta-te’ for two quavers.            This was based on the French system. In this resource 
they are referred to as te-te, as all quavers are given the syllable ‘te’ while ‘ta’ is reserved for a crotchet     
beat. Logically this makes sense. The other common strategy for learning rhythmic units is to assign drink 
or food names to each. Many instrumental instructors use this approach. 

The table on the right shows the Scottish Kodaly syllables and some of the common drink name 
conventions. Hereafter units will be referred to only with their Kodaly names. Choose the system that will 
work for you.

* Zoltan Kodaly (1882-1967)
A Hungarian composer and music educator, 
whose influence on music education includes:
• a developmental progression for learning 

pitch and rhythm
• the use of hand signs to indicate pitch
• the use of traditional songs.

* * Émile Jaques Dalcroze 
(1865-1950)
A Swiss composer and music 
educator whose method focuses 
on learning music through 
movement.

tea ta

coffee te-te

cappuccino ti-ri-ti-ri

hot chocolate te--ti-ri

lemonade ti-ri--te

water tem-ri

cocoa ri-tem

cream ta-a

ssh
g

.

.

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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PROGRESSION FOR LEARNING RHYTHMIC UNITS
This section outlines a developmental approach to rhythm teaching. In terms of development the natural tempo of a young child is faster than that of an adult.
Bearing in mind this development it makes sense to introduce faster rhythmic units first. This is both more enjoyable and accessible to a young child.
Suggested progression for introducing rhythmic units:  

Early:        Rhythm Cards One 
  

Level 1:       Rhythm Cards Two  
   
 

Level 2:        Rhythm Cards Three      
 

(See Appendix for Rhythm Cards One, Two and Three.) 
NB children at early level will be able to move to and clap the listed units but may not be able to fluently clap combinations of these. The ability to move to, play 
and notate these units will be developed throughout all levels. The same goes for the units listed at level 1 and 2. 

A methodology for teaching rhythmic units

1. Move the body in time to each unit.
2. Speak the rhythmic units.
3. Make the sound of the rhythmic units with the body.
4. Play the rhythms using body beats or other percussion instruments.
5. Read and play written rhythmic patterns (introduce rhythm cards to aid with memory recall, composition and organization).
6. Notate rhythm unit patterns.

Following these activities in sequence will lead pupils through a progressive learning of rhythmic units.

ta     te      te      ti      ti      ti       ti   ssh

g

te      ti      ri       ti      ri      te    ta   a

tem    ri      ri     tem  tri      o      la     ta   a  a  a
.

Traditionally rhythm was taught 
starting with a whole note 
or semibreve     with every 

subdivision of the beat being 
taught in sequence. A semibreve 
has a duration of four counts 

of a pulse, making it difficult for 
young children to play. 

adult.Bearing
adult.Bearing
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MOVING RHYTHMIC UNITS 1
10-20 minutes 

Learning Intention
We are learning to move in time to the following units:

Suggested Success Criteria
• march, jog and run in time to each of the units
• show which rhythmic unit is being played when the words of the rhythm are not being spoken.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Cross curricular link: PE
I am learning to move my body well, exploring how to manage and control it and finding out how to use and share space. HWB 0-21a

Level: Early, One, Two 

ta     te      te      ti      ri      ti      ri   ssh

g

Focus
What learners are communicating:

an understanding of the movement of rhythmic units.

How learners are communicating:
through body movements and rhythmic speech.

Musical building blocks:
developing the ability to recognise through listening 
and playing crotchet, quaver and semi-quaver beats.
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MOVING RHYTHMIC UNITS 1
10-20 minutes  

Resources
A beat keeping instrument or other hand percussion. 

Process
1. Find a space to stand in the room. Use a hand held percussion instrument to keep a beat. The group march in time to the 

beat. Name this as ta. The group march, weaving in and out whilst keeping space between themselves and others. Speak the rhythm syllable ‘ta’ whilst 
marching, switch between this and ‘thinking voice’.

2. Play quaver units. There are two of these in each beat. Name these as ‘te te’. The group jog around the room in time, speaking the words ‘te te’.
3. Repeat this with semi-quavers name these as ‘ti ri ti ri’. There are four of these in each beat. The group run in time to this unit.
4. Switch between all three rhythmic units, making sure there is a steady beat playing alongside. Gradually stop naming the units in order to focus on the sound 

of the rhythm.
5. Let pupils lead the activity. Begin with a four beat count in. Experiment with changes in tempo (increase and decrease the speed). As an option work in teams 

of three; two people as beat keeper, one person to keep the rhythmic units. 

NB
To play pulse and rhythmic units together see skill build in appendix.
It’s useful to assign two people as beat keepers, in order for the leader to focus on playing the rhythmic units.
The units only make sense if they are played alongside a pulse. If the pulse is faster, the units will become faster respectively. Demonstrate this by playing a 
slower pulse. 
At this beginning stage it is not necessary to name these units as crotchets, quavers and semi-quavers.

Development Ideas
• Introduce a one beat rest. To indicate this rest stand still, open the hands out and speak the rhythm syllable ‘ssh’.
• Split the group into three, each assigned either a ‘ta’, ‘te te’ or ‘ti ri ti ri’ unit. Standing randomly in the room each group only moves when they hear their 

rhythm being played. Create different possibilities for those standing still such as: stand still and freeze when your rhythm is not played; experiment with body 
percussion beats for the rhythm that is being played; play your own rhythm with body beats as another group is moving. 

crotchet 

quaver
 
semiquaver

g
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CREATING RHYTHM SHAPES
10-15 minutes. Preparation: Moving Rhythmic Units 1 page 65.

Learning Intention
We are learning to make rhythmic units using our bodies.

Suggested Success Criteria
• make the shapes of the rhythmic units for ‘ta’, ‘te te’ and ‘ti ri ti ri’ 
• co-operate well together to make rhythmic shapes.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Level: Early, One, Two 
Focus

What learners are communicating:
an understanding of how many notes make up each 

rhythmic unit.

How learners are communicating:
by using the body to create shapes that correspond to 

each rhythmic unit.

Musical building blocks:
developing a visual understanding of the shape of 
rhythmic units in preparation for reading musical 

patterns.
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CREATING RHYTHM SHAPES
10-15 minutes 

Resources
Beat keeping instrument/device, hand percussion. 

Process
1. Stand straight with arms by the side, describe this as ‘ta’ the marching beat. Everyone marches on the spot in the ‘ta’ shape. Demonstrate a ‘te-te’, two 

children facing each other with hands on shoulders. In the same way show ‘ti-ri-ti-ri’. This requires four children with their arms on each others shoulders. 
2. The group walk slowly around the room. When a rhythmic unit is played they create the corresponding shape by themselves (if it is a ‘ta’) or with others. If 

there is an odd number in the group, for example on making a ‘ti-ri-ti-ri’, there are 3 children left over, they can become a ‘ta’ and a ‘te-te’ unit.
3. Spilt into two groups and repeat. How fast can they get into position? Once in position march, jog or run on the spot speaking the rhythmic unit words.

Development Ideas
• Divide the group into two; half as player, half as dancers. Use recorded music, or have the players play freestyle on boomwhackers or other classroom 

instruments. Call a freeze, the music stops and those dancing create one of the rhythmic units. Ask the rhythmic units to organise themselves in a line so that 
the players can play the resulting rhythm. The players play the pattern from left to right.

    Make rhythmic units using our bodies
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RHYTHM HOOPS 1
15-20 minutes. Preparation: Moving Rhythmic Units 1 page 65.

Learning Intention
We are learning to make (using body shapes) and play rhythmic patterns.

Suggested Success Criteria
• show how many people are needed in a hoop for each rhythmic unit
• work together to decide how to make the rhythmic pattern
• create body beats for the rhythmic patterns.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a 

Level: One, Two 
Focus

What learners are communicating:
how to create patterns of rhythmic units over a 

four beat pulse.

How learners are communicating:
through using the body to create rhythmic shapes 

in hoops.

Musical building blocks:
an understanding of rhythmic units in relation to 
a beat; building skill in combining rhythmic units 

to make patterns.

ta               te-te          ti-ri-ti-ri            ssh
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RHYTHM HOOPS 1
15-20 minutes 

Resources
Four or eight hula hoops, depending on class size.

Process
1. Lay out four hoops. Have one child stand in each hoop as a ‘ta’. This will make a four beat rhythm: clap the rhythm. Demonstrate a group of four ‘te-te’s and 

four ‘ti-ri-ti-ri’s  in each of the hoops. Clap and speak these rhythms. NB four semi-quavers (ti ri ti ri) in each hoop will require sixteen children.
2. When there is a rest the hoop is left empty. Demonstrate a simple pattern e.g. ‘ta, ta, ssh, ta’. Ask three pupils to create this rhythm. 
3. Line up the pupils beside the hoops. Explain rhythms will be created from left to right. Call out and clap a four beat rhythmic pattern using any combination of 

‘ta, te te, ti ri ti ri’ and ‘ssh’. Those at the front of the line create this rhythmic pattern by jumping into the hoops and making the rhythm shape for each unit. 
At the beginning you may want to call out the number of children that will be needed to make each pattern e.g. 

This pattern needs seven children. The last hoop should be empty to represent the one beat rest.  Once the activity is understood, let the group work out how 
many people will be needed for each pattern; work as a team.                                                            
4. Those that did not make the rhythm clap the pattern. Set a number of repetitions before beginning, for example, “let’s clap it four times”. Encourage those 

clapping to step and move in time to the beat. As an option invent body percussion beats.

Development Ideas
• Remove hoops to make three or two beats in a bar, add hoops to increase the difficulty level.
• Have two teams, (two lines of four hoops) and challenge the teams to make the rhythm pattern as fast as they can.
• Have pupils take turns to clap the rhythmic pattern. Suggest they speak the rhythm in rhythmic time and encourage thinking the rhythm ‘inside their head’ 

before clapping aloud. 
• Those not in the hoops play the rhythms on boomwhackers or other tuned percussion.
• Play the rhythm on tuned percussion, deciding together certain pitches for each rhythm unit. 
• In the following example:  ta = G,    te te = A,     ti ri ti ri = both C and D.

Discuss:How well did we work together as a team?Check for challenge.

ta     te      te      ti      ri      ti       ri   ssh

g

G       A      A       C       D     C       D     G
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MOVING RHYTHMIC UNITS 2
10-15 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to move in time to the rhythmic units of a quaver and two semi-quavers.

Suggested Success Criteria
• step the units ‘ti ri te’                              and ‘te ti ri’. 

• accurately step in time to a combination of the previous learnt rhythmic units, adding in ‘te ti ri’ and ‘ti ri te’
• show using body movements which rhythmic unit is being played (even when the words of the rhythm are not being spoken).

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Level: One, Two 

ti       ri     te     te      ti       ri

 te      ti       riti       ri     te 

Focus
What learners are communicating:

an understanding of the movement of rhythmic 
units.

How learners are communicating:
through body movements and rhythmic speech.

Musical building blocks:
developing a bodily feel for the duration of the 

rhythmic units te ti ri, and ti ri te.
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MOVING RHYTHMIC UNITS 2
10-15 minutes  

Resources
A beat keeping instrument (could be a metronome) and a drum or other hand percussion.

Process
1. Everyone stands in a space in the room. Begin walking to a steady beat. 
2. Revise previous rhythmic units by walking       jogging            and running
3. Speak and play the new unit ‘te ti ri’. Ask how would they move to this. Reverse the unit by playing ‘ti ri te’. Move and chant these units together.
4. Using beat keepers, run through a selection of rhythmic units learnt so far without saying the names. The group moves in time to the rhythmic unit. Regularly 

have a reminder of the rhythmic syllables for each unit.

Development Ideas
• Lay out a line of hoops. The group lines up behind the hoops. The first person begins to jump down the line, jumping with the feet 

the relevant rhythmic unit in each hoop. The next person follows once the first person has got to hoop number three
• Create the new units in hoops. Have them invent a way to do this based on what they already know about shapes in hoops.

Discuss:What other movements can 
you make to represent these units? 

ti       ri     te     te      ti       ri
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MOVING RHYTHMIC UNITS 3
5-15 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to move in time to the rhythmic unit of a minim          and a semibreve

Suggested Success Criteria
• present a ‘ta a’ unit with a slow walk over a count of two
• present a ‘ta a a a’ unit with giant slow steps over a count of four 
• show with body beats which rhythm is being played when the words of the rhythm are not being 

spoken.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, 
rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Level: One, Two 
Focus

What learners are communicating:
an understanding of the movement of rhythmic 

units.

How learners are communicating:
through body movements and rhythmic speech.

Musical building blocks:
developing the ability to recognise, through 

listening and movement, the duration of minims 
and semibreves.

speaking voice

thinking voice

ta    a    a    a
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MOVING RHYTHMIC UNITS 3
5-15 minutes  

Resources
A beat keeping instrument (could be a metronome) and a drum or other hand percussion.

Process
1. Have the group stand in a space in the room. Begin with a steady beat.
2. Play a minim beat          and speak the rhythm syllables ‘ta a’. Ask them to move in time to this beat. NB the foot should only touch the floor on the word ta. 

The movement to this unit can be called a slow walk.
3. Introduce the semibreve.          This lasts over four beats. The rhythm syllables for this unit are ‘ta a a a’. Switch between speaking the syllables and counting 

one, two, three, four. Invite the group to move in time. NB the foot should only touch the ground on the ‘ta’ or the number one. The movement to this unit 
can be called a moonwalk. 

4. Revise all rhythmic units learnt so far with the addition of these two new units. Gradually phase out any counting or use of the rhythm syllables.

NB
Experiment with the most effective way to play a minim beat with available instruments. The sound should last for a duration of two beats.

Development Ideas
• Divide the group into two and assign each group two or three rhythmic units. Each group only moves when they hear their rhythmic units being played. When 

not moving children can keep the beat with their chosen form of body percussion.
• Explore varied ways to keep the duration of the minim and the semibreve using other parts of 

the body. Standing in a circle, take turns to choose one of those two units, and make a body 
movement which the group copy back.

semibreve 
                       
minim

ta    a    a    a

ta    a
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RHYTHM HOOPS 2
10-20 minutes. The units ‘te ti ri’ and ‘ta a’.

Learning Intention
We are learning to use the rhythmic units ‘te ti ri’ and ‘ta a’ to create four beat patterns.

Suggested Success Criteria
• demonstrate a ‘ta a’ beat by straddling two hoops
• help each other to make rhythm shapes
• work well together as a team.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Level: One, Two 

te      ti      ri  ta  a

Focus
What learners are communicating:

how to create patterns of rhythmic units over a four 
beat pulse.

How learners are communicating:
through using the body to create rhythmic shapes in 

hoops.

Musical building blocks:
an understanding of rhythmic units in relation to a 

beat; building skill in combining rhythmic units to make 
patterns.

collaboration
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RHYTHM HOOPS 2
10-20 minutes

Resources
Four or eight hula hoops depending on class size.

Process
1. Lay out four hoops. Have the group line up in front of the hoops.
2. Ask how could they show ‘ta a’ by using the hoops. Remember that a ‘ta a’ lasts over two beats and each hoop represents one beat.
3. Repeat for the unit of ‘te ti ri’. This unit fits into the space of one beat.
4. Make up four beat rhythmic patterns using a combination of rhythmic units used so far.

NB
Experiment with the most effective way to play a minim beat with available instruments. The sound should last for a duration of two beats.

Development Ideas
• In pairs create four beat patterns. Each pair leads the group, one being beat keeper, the other chanting the rhythm in time to the beat. The group make the 

rhythmic shapes in the hoops.
• In pairs draw four hoops and notate a rhythmic pattern using stick people. Add more hoops to extend the pattern.

ta               te-te              ta                ssh          ti-ri-ti-ri            ta                 ?

ta                   a
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MOVING RHYTHMIC UNITS 4
10-20 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to move in time to the rhythmic units ‘tem ri’ and ‘tri o la’

Suggested Success Criteria
• create movements to represent ‘tem ri’ and ‘tri o la’
• listen to a rhythmic pattern and represent it with movement.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Level: Two 

tem    ri      tri       o      la
.

Focus
What learners are communicating:

an understanding of the movement of 
rhythmic units.

How learners are communicating:
through body movements and rhythmic 

speech.

Musical building blocks:
developing the ability to recognise, through 
listening and movement, the duration of a 

dotted quaver and a semi-quaver unit and a 
triplet unit.

create evaluatepresent
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MOVING RHYTHMIC UNITS 4
10-20 minutes

Resources
Two beat keeping instruments and one piece of hand percussion (optional).

Process
1. The group stands in a space in the room. Allocate two beat keepers.
2. Play the ‘tem ri’ pattern alongside the beat, speaking the syllables. Ask the group to move across the floor in time to the rhythm. Speak the syllables at the 

same time.
3. Have some pupils demonstrate, and lead the group in a line across the room.
4. Introduce ‘tri o la’, the triplet pattern, finding a way to move to this unit in the same way as above.
5. Revise all rhythmic units learnt so far with the addition of these two new units. Gradually phase out any counting or use of the rhythm syllables.

Development Ideas
• In pairs combine any units learn so far and speak and present rhythmic patterns.
• In groups devise body percussion patterns for these new units.
• Play these patterns on boomwhackers.
• Revise all rhythmic patterns learnt so far. Have two beat keepers and take turns for others to clap one of the rhythmic units without speaking the rhythm 

syllables. The group guess the rhythm syllable name.

Can you make the movements for:

tem    ri   tem  tri      tri      o       la    ta
. .
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LET’S BUILD A HOUSE
20- 30 minutes. Preparation: Moving Rhythmic Units 1 page 65.

Learning Intention
We are learning to use various rhythmic units to create a moving sound-scape.

Suggested Success Criteria
• create actions in time to the rhythmic units
• keep in time with all group members when playing the rhythmic units
• make use of changes in pitch 
• play loud and soft to represent different physical actions.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical 
activities. EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA 2-18a

Level: Early(teacher led) 1 and 2(children on instrumental accompaniment)

Focus
What learners are communicating:

an understanding of rhythmic units. 

How learners are communicating:
by making movements or creating sounds that 

correspond to various rhythmic units. 

Musical building blocks:
building skill in expressing the duration of rhythmic 
units; awareness of how pitch and intonation can 

create atmosphere.

    Learn to create a moving soundscape
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LET’S BUILD A HOUSE
20- 30 minutes

Resources
Xylophones and classroom percussion

Process
1. Begin with everyone in the centre of the room. Explain we will be building an imaginary house, for which we 

need various construction workers. Each construction worker corresponds with a rhythmic unit as follows:
       The workers who saw wood use a ‘ta’ (crotchet) beat. Demonstrate by keeping a steady crotchet beat, the group make sawing actions.
       Carpenters with hammers and nails use a ‘te te’ (quaver) beat. Demonstrate by clapping quaver units, the group make hammering actions.
       Painters to paint the house use a ‘ta a’ (minim) beat. Demonstrate by playing a minim beat while the group make painting actions. NB a minim lasts for two  
       beats and can be made by running the hand along the top of a drum for that duration. 
2. Demonstrate again, this time using a xylophone adding in some guidance, for example “paint the windows high’ (run the beater up the xylophone for 2 beats) 

or “hammer the floor boards” using ‘te te’ beats on lower notes. The group respond with the appropriate physical action.
3. Divide the group: two thirds as builders, one third as players.
4. Split the builders into three groups each with a job: painter, carpenter with hammer or carpenter with saw. Send them to three different sections of the room. 

When they hear their corresponding rhythmic unit they come to the centre of the room, and begin building by creating actions in time to the rhythmic unit. 
When their rhythm stops they either sit down and take a rest, or move back to the edge of the room.

5. The players are the ‘building’ orchestra. Establish a  beat and run through each unit. ‘Ta a’ is tricky, on a boomwhacker this can be created by rolling it forward 
on the floor for a count of two.

6. Begin the build with the orchestra playing various units in unison, while the builders make appropriate actions (hammering for ‘te te’, saw on ‘ta’, paint on ‘ta 
a’). Gradually build in variation with two or even three units playing at the same time. Let pupils take turns to conduct.

NB
To conduct different units at the same time, either divide the players into three groups with each playing only one unit, or have agreed signals that indicate a 
section of players will change to another rhythmic unit (see appendix for conducting signals).

Development Ideas
• Add in the semibreve. The semibreve is useful for slow heavy lifting over a count of four.
• Allow pupils to conduct and orchestrate the story.
• Use this activity to develop ideas for a group composition.
• Use the same idea but create a different context. For example the builders could all be athletes, choosing sports that most closely match each rhythmic unit 

such as long jumpers for ‘ta a a a’, and sprinters for ‘ti ri ti ri’ etc.

ta   a  a  a

Discuss:
What musical techniques can we 
use to make each rhythmic unit 

sound distinctive?
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RHYTHMIC FRACTIONS
15-20 minutes. Preparation: Moving Rhythmic Units 1 page 65 and Moving Rhythmic Units 3 page 73.

Learning Intention
We are learning how each rhythmic unit can correspond to a fraction 
of a whole note.

Suggested Success Criteria
• tell how many ‘ta’ beats fit into a whole note and do the same for
      ‘te te’, ‘ti ri ti ri’ and ‘ta a’
• accurately step all these rhythmic units in time to the whole note ‘ta a a a’.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch,
melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a

Level: Two

whole note
(semibreve)
half note
(minim)
quarter note
(crochet)
eighth note
(quaver)
sixteenth note
(semi-quaver)

Focus
What learners are communicating:

exploring the relationship of rhythmic units to a 
whole note.

How learners are communicating:
by stepping in time to rhythmic units in relation 

to a count of four; being able to count the 
number of units in each four beat cycle.

Musical building blocks:
understanding and being able to play rhythmic 

units accurately in time with a whole note.

 A whole note is 

another name for a

semibreve, with the rhythm 

syllable name ‘ta a a a’.
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RHYTHMIC FRACTIONS
15-20 minutes

Process
1. Divide the group into two. One group steps in time to a semibreve unit         (the foot touches the
      floor only on every fourth beat). For this exercise name this as a whole note.  The other group step
       in time to a minim beat (the foot touches the floor on every second beat).
2. Establish a steady count of four. One group takes giants steps to represent the semibreve unit,
       the other slow walks to represent the minim.
3. Discuss the duration of the minim in relation to the semibreve. Can we make a statement to show
       what fraction of the whole a minim represents?
4. Repeat with one group stepping to a crotchet beat (ta) the other group continuing to step to a
       semibreve (ta a a a). How many of these ta beats fit into ‘ta a a a’? 

5. Repeat with ‘te te’                 and ‘ti ri ti ri’                               alongside a semibreve. 

NB
For pupils to move in time to semi-quaver units the tempo needs to be slow.
When you set the tempo check that you can easily clap the units ‘ti ri ti ri’ alongside the beat.

Development Ideas
Fraction problem solving. Work in small groups to solve some musical fractions, for example:
In the first two beats of the bar there is a 1/2 note, spoken as ‘ta a’. How many quarter notes do you need to finish the bar? Play this as a body beat rhythm. 
Answer: 2         

In the first beat of the bar there are 4/16 notes, how many 8th notes do you need to complete the 4 beat bar? Can you clap the rhythm? 
Answer: 6 

There are different ways to solve the problem depending on where the class are in their use of fractions. A musical solution is to begin by clapping the 16ths with 
the words ‘ti ri ti ri’ (there should be four of these in the first beat). Clap the remaining three beats with the words ‘te te’ (as this represents the 8th notes) As 
there are two ‘te tes’ in each beat that will make six. Another method is to lay out rhythm cards (see next section) filling in the missing spaces with the cards.
Each group makes up a problem for another group to solve.

‘ta a’ (minim)
is 1/2 the length of

‘ta a a a’ (semibreve)

‘ta’ is a 1/4 of the 
length of ‘ta a a a’

crotchet  = 1/4 of

quaver = 1/8 of

semiquaver = 1/16 of

ta   a  a  a

ta   a  a  a

ta   a  a  a
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INTRODUCTION TO RHYTHM CARDS

Reading music with Rhythm Cards
Simple notation cards can be introduced as early as P1, however the focus should always be geared towards the heard experience rather than the visual. When 
using visual aids be cautious about the purpose and check if they are enhancing the musical and creative experience. The transition to reading rhythmic patterns 
can be seamless if children already know how to play each rhythmic unit. There are a variety of rhythm cards in the appendix.

Put the sound before the symbol

Rhythm Cards One

Z ZZZ

Z
Z

Z Z

Rhythm Cards Two

Z ZZZ

Rhythm Cards Three
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STICK NOTATION CARDS
15-20 minutes. Preparation: Moving Rhythmic Units 1 page 65 and Rhythm Hoops 1 page 69.

Learning Intention
We are learning to read and play the rhythmic units ‘ta’ and ‘te te’.

Suggested Success Criteria
• read and play stick notation for ‘ta’ and ‘te te’ units
• invent body percussion patterns for the rhythms from the notation cards.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can sing and play music from other styles and cultures, showing growing confidence and skill while 
learning about musical notation and performance directions.
EXA 1-16a

Level: Early, One, Two

Focus
What learners are communicating:

an understanding of how to play simple 
written notation.

How learners are communicating:
by presenting simplified notation with their 

own body beats.

Musical building blocks:
building aural memory skills; translating 

heard sounds to written form and vice versa.

Z
Z

Z Z
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STICK NOTATION CARDS
15-20 minutes

Resources
DVD tracks 6 and 7. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167  Stick notation cards 1 (see appendix)

Process
1. Revise these units ‘ta’ and ‘te te’ by marching and jogging alongside a steady beat.
2. Show the stick notation for these units. Can they clap or step the rhythms on the cards?
3. Work in small groups, each with a selection of cards. Make up body beat patterns using two
       or more of the cards. 
4. Present these to the group. 

Development Ideas
• Create two and three part rhythms. Pupils can select and hold up cards while they are played by different groups simultaneously. 
• Play any of the cards in combination on tuned and untuned percussion. Choose set notes for ‘ta’ and ‘te te’ or allow free choice. Experiment with both.
• Rhythm card memory game: place the cards in a stack, showing only one at a time. Show the first card and move it to the back of the pack. The group clap 

that rhythm whilst memorising the rhythm on the next card, when that card goes to the back, that rhythm is clapped whilst looking at the next card etc. This 
activity can also be done in pairs or small groups. NB looking ahead whilst playing is essential for sight reading music.

      See DVD track 7. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167

Discuss:As an audience what did we notice and enjoy?

Discuss:
How can we make this 

into a piece of music with 

a beginning, middle and 
an end?

Z

tea ta

coffee te-te

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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HEART BEAT RHYTHM CARDS
15-30 minutes. Preparation: Moving Rhythmic Units 1 page 65 and Rhythm Hoops 1 page 69.

Learning Intention
We are learning to read and play rhythmic units.

Suggested Success Criteria
• make and clap our own rhythmic patterns using the rhythm cards
• hear a rhythm and write it using the rhythm cards.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Level: One, Two
Focus

What learners are communicating:
an understanding of how to play and write 

rhythmic units.

How learners are communicating:
by clapping and notating rhythmic patterns.

Musical building blocks:
learning how to read rhythmic notation, and 
translate heard rhythms to written notation.

Rhythm Cards One

Z ZZZ

Rhythm Cards Two

Z ZZZ

Rhythm Cards Three
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HEART BEAT RHYTHM CARDS
15-30 minutes

Resources
DVD track 8. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167   Rhythm heart cards 1 (see appendix)

Process
1. Work in pairs, each with a set of rhythm cards. Lay out a line of hearts with each rhythmic unit underneath.
2. Count the group in with a count of four and clap each line of the pattern below the heart beats. Repeat, this time
       can they walk the beat with their feet and clap the rhythm?
3. For the next part one or two beat keepers can be assigned. Clap a four beat rhythmic pattern using any combination of the rhythmic units. Make sure to 

speak the rhythm syllables when extra support is needed. For example: 

      
The group make the rhythm using the cards. Clap or make body percussion beats as you play the rhythm together. 
4. Pass leadership over to pupils who take turns to clap a pattern. This involves several skills; beat keeping, thinking of a rhythmic phrase in the head before 

speaking it and keeping a beat whilst saying or clapping a rhythm. 
5. Repeat number 3 and 4, without speaking the rhythm syllables. NB this is a leap in listening skills.

Development Ideas
• Have each person make up their own four beat pattern using the cards. Recommend to think of the 

pattern first and then find the appropriate cards.  Check everyone can play their rhythm. Count the group 
in and play all rhythms at the same time. 

• Choose three different types of claps for each rhythmic unit and make up clapping patterns.
• Have each group create a body percussion piece with rhythm cards.

The heart cards 
represent the beat. 

There are many activities that can follow this introduction to rhythm cards.
See below and ‘Get Creative with Composition’ for more activities with rhythm cards.

te       te   ssh    ta     ta

g

Discuss:How can we keep time better as a group?

Rhythm Cards One

Z ZZZ

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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RHYTHM CARD CIRCLE
15-20 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to read and play rhythm patterns.

Suggested Success Criteria
• make up our own four beat rhythm pattern
• accurately clap a four beat rhythm pattern in time with a beat
• whilst stepping in time with the beat look ahead to the next set of rhythm cards. 

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17

Level: One, Two
Focus

What learners are communicating:
their ability to listen to each other whilst 

playing rhythmic units accurately in time with a 
beat.

How learners are communicating:
by clapping and chanting rhythmic units.

Musical building blocks:
increasing skill in playing multiple rhythmic 
parts; looking ahead and imagining the next 

rhythmic part as preparation for reading music. 

Rhythm Cards One

Z ZZZ

Rhythm Cards Two

Z ZZZ

Rhythm Cards Three
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RHYTHM CARD CIRCLE
15-20 minutes

Resources
DVD tracks 9 and 10. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167   Rhythm cards.

Process
1. Work in pairs or groups of four. Each group makes a four beat pattern using the rhythm cards. 

Make sure each group can clap or body beat their rhythm. A call and answer style works well; 
each group plays a rhythm and the large group echoes it back.

2. Lay the rhythm cards in a circle, each group standing behind their four beat pattern laid out on 
the floor. After a count in of four (pupil led), layer the rhythm parts in one by one. Count the 
group out, can everyone stop together?

3. After another count in each group claps their rhythm once in unison followed by four small 
steps in time with the beat to the next set of rhythm cards. Whilst walking towards the new 
rhythm, have them look ahead and imagine what it will sound like. Assign two conductors to 
keep the beat and count the four walking steps.

4. The process begins again but each group now has a new rhythm that belonged to the group 
before. Continue in this manner until each group arrives back at their original starting place.

Development Ideas
DVD track 10. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
• Add body beats.
• Play the rhythm on boomwhackers or other percussion.
• Create vocal sounds for each rhythmic unit.
• Play a version of Home and Away (See ‘Get Creative with Improvisation and Composition, page 

11) using the rhythm cards to notate the ‘home place’.
       See DVD track 17. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167

Discuss:What feedback can the conductors give to improve the time keeping and the sound?

Z

ZZZ

RHYTHM
CARD

CIRCLE

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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RHYTHM CARD MUSICAL STATUES
20-40 minutes. This activity alternates between free improvisation and structured playing of rhythmic units.

Learning Intention
We are learning to compose and improvise with rhythmic patterns.

Suggested Success Criteria
As players
•  listen to each other
•  find a rhythm that can go with the other rhythmic patterns already being played
•  change our rhythm if it is sounding ‘too busy’ or ‘messy’
•  keep the beat steady without speeding up.
As dancers
•  dance in time to the rhythm of the drums/percussion
•  invent body percussion patterns for the call and answer pattern
•  freeze when the conductors count a stop.
As conductors
•  clap our invented rhythmic pattern accurately in time to the beat
•  conduct a stop and a start in time to the beat.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can sing and play music from other styles and cultures, showing growing confidence and skill while learning 
about musical notation and performance directions.
EXA 1-16a
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and communicate my 
ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical activities. EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA 2-18a

Level: Two

Focus
What learners are communicating:

an understanding of rhythmic units in relation to 
a pulse and the ability to listen well in order to  

build improvisation skills.

How learners are communicating:
by using rhythmic unit cards to notate rhythms 

and conveying an understanding of these through 
movement and drumming.

Musical building blocks:
increasing accuracy in playing rhythmic units 

and developing listening skills to support 
improvisation.

to listen
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RHYTHM CARD MUSICAL STATUES
20-40 minutes

Resources
Rhythmic Unit Cards 1  (for the conductors)
Any classroom percussion or drums (for the players).

Process
1. Divide the class into two groups: dancers and players. Assign two of the players to begin as conductors.
2. Keep a steady beat with an instrument that will be heard above the others. The players listen to the beat and begin to improvise their own rhythmic pattern. 

Emphasise: listen to other people, leave space for others, at times copy others, at times keep the beat, at times make up your own thing.
3. The dancers move to the music created by the players. During this time the conductors make up a four beat rhythmic pattern with the rhythm cards and 

make sure they know how to play it in time to a beat. 
4. When the conductors are ready they cue a stop by counting down four, three, two, one, in time to the beat or with another decided cue. All players and 

dancers freeze.
5. At the stop the conductors clap or play their rhythmic pattern and the group play or dance it back. Repeat this several times until the conductors choose to 

count the group back in. 
6. The players begin again improvising, and the dancers move freely until there is another stop called by the conductors. Continue in this manner rotating the 

conductor roles.

NB
Guide dancers and players to interact with each other by watching and listening to each other.

Development Ideas
• Guide conductors to vary dynamic range (play loud and soft) in their call and answer phrase.
• The players begin again by first using the call and answer pattern as the basis of their ‘groove’. They can 

then add or take away notes to make it their own.
• Add in other rhythmic units.
• Offer dancers the choice to switch between dancing and creating body percussion beats.

When improvising, listen to others. Leave space for others.

Discuss:

How well can you listen 

to others while you play?

What can help you to 

listen better?

others.The
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RHYTHM CARD CHANT
20-40 minutes. Preparation: Moving Rhythmic Units, Rhythm Hoops and Rhythm Cards 1.

Learning Intention
We are learning to invent and present a rhythm chant using notation.

Suggested Success Criteria
• devise a chant in small groups using rhythm cards
• in a small group take turns to count the group in and out
• listen to each other to hear how our chants fit together as a group
• discuss our ideas and give opinions about the piece we have created
• create an interesting beginning and end for the piece.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and 
communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical activities.
EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA 2-18a
I have experienced the energy and excitement of presenting/performing for audiences and being part of an audience for other people’s presentations/
performances. EXA 0-01a / E

Level: One, Two
Focus

What learners are communicating:
an understanding of how rhythmic patterns 

can be represented through vocal chants and 
developed into a performance piece. 

How learners are communicating:
through inventing vocal sounds to represent 

rhythmic units and presenting these together 
as a group.

Musical building blocks:
building skills in manipulating and playing 
multiple rhythmic units; awareness of how 

musical parts lock together.

create create
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RHYTHM CARD CHANT
20-40 minutes

Resources
Rhythm cards 1.

Process
1. Work in pairs or small groups. Each group has a set of rhythm cards 1. 
2. Each group lays out their four heart beats and makes a four beat rhythmic pattern. They must be able to play this together as a group, first by clapping.
3. Each group makes a vocal chant by deciding some vocal sounds to use with each rhythmic unit. Practise this vocal chant in small groups. Take turns for group 

members to count the group in. Each group must be able to ‘loop’ the rhythm (play it continuously many times). Ask ‘Is it ready for performance?’
4. Each group presents.  
5. Create a performance piece together by layering in each chant one at a time. Start the layering with the chant that is the least busy. Discuss this with the 

group. 
6. Let others lead the rhythm chant. They can: decide which group starts, take some groups in and out, conduct dynamic changes (playing soft and loud), find a 

way to end the piece.
7. Present and video clip the performance. Watch back and appreciate and evaluate.

Development Ideas
• Extend the parts to make eight or sixteen beat patterns.
• Play the parts on tuned percussion.

Discuss:
What do we have to do to 

make sure a piece is ready for 
performance?

Discuss:

What did we enjoy as listeners?

Would we like to change anything 

to improve the sound? 

Rhythm Cards One

Z ZZZ
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TIME SIGNATURES with BALL BOUNCING
10-20 minutes. Weak and strong beats.

Learning Intention
We are learning how music can be shaped by the use of strong and weak beats.

Suggested Success Criteria
• bounce a ball on the strong beat and throw and catch on the weak beat
• describe or show by clapping the difference between a waltz and a march
• discuss responses to the music.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I have listened to a range of music and can respond by discussing my thoughts and feelings. I can give and accept constructive comment on my own and others’ 
work. EXA 1-19a / EXA 2-19a
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a

Level: Two

A time signature has two 
numbers. The top number tells 
us how many beats are in the 

bar. The bottom number is 
code for what type of beats 

these are.

3
4

4
4

Focus
What learners are communicating:
an understanding of strong and weak beats.

How learners are communicating:
by playing ball bouncing activities; emphasising 

strong beats by bouncing the ball.

Musical building blocks:
developing awareness of how accents shape 

music; becoming familiar with the time 
signatures of some common Scottish dance 

forms.
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TIME SIGNATURES with BALL BOUNCING
10-20 minutes

Resources
Several balls for bouncing.

Process
1. Stand in a circle. Create a steady count of three and clap in time to this, making an accent on count one. 
2. Practise this pattern by bouncing and passing a ball around the circle. Bounce the ball on one, catch on two, pass to the person to the left on 

three. More than one ball can be passed around the circle at the same time
3. Play a slow waltz, these are in 3/4 time. Move or dance to the music. Finish by keeping a count of three by clapping or using other body beats.
4. Stand in a circle, pass and bounce the ball in time to the music. Bounce the ball on one, catch on two, pass on three. If the ball gets dropped the person who 

picks it up waits and begins bouncing again on the strong beat. How many balls can be passes around the circle at the same time?
5. Create a steady count of four. The ball is bounced on beat one, caught on beat two, passed on beats three and four. Play a slow march in 4/4 time and bounce 

and pass the ball in time.

NB
If needed assign two beat keepers. Decide a method to make a different sound on the strong beat e.g. each
beat keeper has two different pitched boomwhackers, the lower one plays on the strong beat.

Development Ideas
• Include different time signatures and styles of music. 
• Invent other movements or methods to mark strong and weak beats e.g. star jump, walk, walk = 3/4 with an accent on the first beat.

Listening Suggestions
2 beats in a bar: Apple Tree - a good song to sing with ball bouncing and passing. Singing Games and Rhythms for Middle Years, NYCOS, Lucinda Geoghegan: 2005
     Beethoven, 7th Symphony, 2nd movement (the first 2.5 minutes are good for ball bouncing) https://youtu.be/mgHxmAsINDk
3 beats in a bar: Dmitri Shostakovich - Waltz No. 2 (too fast for ball bouncing but good for body percussion)   https://youtu.be/mmCnQDUSO4I
     Mr Bojangles (good for dancing or keeping the count of three with body beats) There are many versions, try: https://youtu.be/e-LVXR6rjXs
4 beats in a bar: The Grenadiers Slow March (good for ball bouncing, it is used for trooping the colours. There are plenty of videos on youtube)
                              Johann Strauss, Radetzky March (too fast for ball bouncing but good for clapping and stamping).

See ‘Get Creative with Song’ for other ball bouncing 
activities to learn about beats in the bar.

Discuss:Listen to other samples of music, can you hear weak and strong beats?Can you hear how many beats there are in the bar? 

 Dividing music into bars makes it easier 
to read and organise. Not all music is 
written with time signatures and bar 
lines, however it is the most common 

method to organise music.

https://youtu.be/mgHxmAsINDk
https://youtu.be/mmCnQDUSO4I
https://youtu.be
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TIME SIGNATURES with BODY BEATS
20-40 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning how to show, with physical movements, the accents for two, three, and four beats in a bar.

Suggested Success Criteria
• keep a body percussion pattern made up of two, three, and four beats
• make up a rhythmic pattern with two, three and four beats
• listen to some music and identify how many beats there are in the bar.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can sing and play music from a range of styles and cultures, showing skill and using performance directions, and/or musical notation. EXA 2-16a
I have listened to a range of music and can respond by discussing my thoughts and feelings. I can give and accept constructive comment on my own and others’ 
work. EXA 1-19a / EXA 2-19a

Level: One, Two

A time signature has two numbers. The 
top number tells us how many beats are 

in the bar. The bottom number is code for 
what type of beats these are.

3
4

4
4

2
4

Focus
What learners are communicating:
an understanding of how accents can shape 

musical patterns.

How learners are communicating:
by devising body beat patterns with accents.

Musical building blocks:
building skill in recognising and playing time 

signatures in simple time; increasing fluency in 
playing rhythmic patterns on the body.
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TIME SIGNATURES with BODY BEATS
20-40 minutes

Process
1. In small groups create a different body beat pattern for each of the time signatures. 
2. Each group teaches their pattern to the rest of the class. Evaluate and appreciate.
3. Listen to examples of music in two, three and four time. Can they identify the number of beats in the bar? 

Experiment with adding some of the body percussion beats and play along with the music.

Development Ideas
Combine the body beat ideas and make a piece for performance.

Timbre (sound quality) can be explored through different types of body hits.
Choose a timbre that stands out to create the accented first beat.

Discuss:What can you hear in the music that tells you how many beats are in the bar?       What sort of feeling do you have as you listen to the music?

create evaluatepresent
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TIME SIGNATURES with RHYTHM CARDS
20-30 minutes. Preparation: time signatures with weak and strong beats. Rhythm Heart Cards.

Learning Intention
We are learning to use written notation to make rhythms in two, three and four time.

Suggested Success Criteria
• create and play rhythmic patterns with two, three and four beats in a bar
• keep a beat whilst accenting the first beat of the bar
• work well together in small groups.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical 
activities. EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA 2-18a

Level: Two
Focus

What learners are communicating:
an understanding of how to notate rhythmic 

patterns with different time signatures.

How learners are communicating:
by using rhythm notation cards to make 

rhythmic patterns.

Musical building blocks:
building skill in understanding how music is 

organised.
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TIME SIGNATURES with RHYTHM CARDS
20-30 minutes

Resources
Rhythm cards

Process
1. Divide into small groups, each group with a pack of rhythm cards.
2. Each group experiments with creating patterns with two, three and four beats in a bar. Lay out the appropriate number of heart cards for each time signature.

3. Assign roles, one group member to count in and out, another to keep the beat, the others to play the rhythmic pattern. The pattern can be looped several 
times. Accent the first beat of the bar with a louder clap or body beat.

4. Let the group choose one of the time signatures to create a four or eight bar phrase. Find interesting ways
       to accent the first beat of the bar.
5. Present to the group, evaluate and appreciate.

Development Ideas
•  Play the patterns on tuned percussion, practising an accent on the first beat of the bar.
•  Use as a springboard for composition (see ‘Get Creative with Composition’).

Discuss:What did you enjoy about the performance?What makes a group look good in performance?

Rhythm Cards One

Z ZZZ

Rhythm Cards Two

Z ZZZ

Rhythm Cards Three
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Section Six
RHYTHM PLAY WITH GARAGEBAND FOR IPAD

      See appendix for tips on using Garageband in the classroom

☺ ☺
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SMART DRUMS
15-30 minutes 

Learning Intention
We are learning to create drum patterns using music technology.

Success Criteria
•  able to drag icons to create patterns
•  know how to start, stop and reset patterns
•  clap or chant some of the rhythms made on Garageband.

Experiences and Outcomes
I have the freedom to use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound and rhythm. EXA 0-17a
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a

Level: Early, One, Two

Smart Drums:
Any Garageband instrument with 
a cog icon around it is referred 
to as a ‘smart’ instrument. 
‘Smart’ instruments have pre-set 
patterns to help the novice create 
with ease.

Focus
Musical building blocks: 

Building first skills in using music 
technology; becoming familiar 
with how to manipulate sound 

using GarageBand.
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SMART DRUMS
15-30 minutes

Process
1. Work in pairs. Create a new song by hitting the ‘+’ icon in top left of opening screen.
2. Open ‘Smart Drums’ and take five minutes to explore in pairs/groups.
3. Share findings in large group. 
4. Have each person/group make a rhythm by dragging icons on and off the right hand side grid until they
       find a rhythm pattern they like.
5. Listen to each rhythm pattern. Can we clap or chant some or all of the pattern? In complex patterns picking out one element may be enough. 

NB 
Have one portable speaker that can be easily plugged into pupil IPads.

Development Ideas
Each group devises and presents body percussion or dance moves to their rhythm.

Points to remember:
• Drag right hand icons onto the grid to create patterns. The higher the icon on the grid, the louder the sound. 

Right on the grid represents ‘complex’, left represents ‘simple’.
• Several icons can be placed in the same square.
• ‘Random dice’ creates patterns for you.
• Change drum kits for different sounds. ‘Smart Drums’ automatically opens with Hip Hop drum machine (top left 

of screen). Click on this icon to see other kit options e.g. classic Studio Kit has a conga and the Hip Hop kit 
has a clapping option.

Top Tip:Children often forget how to stop the rhythm. To stop play press the start button (mid left of screen) - this will be blue lit when playing.
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EXPLORING TEMPO ON ‘SMART DRUMS’
10-20 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to use music technology to explore tempo.

Suggested Success Criteria
• change tempo settings 
• layer instruments on ‘Smart Drums’ by dragging icons on and off the grid
• make choices as to how loud or soft instruments will play
• choose a tempo setting that sounds ‘good’ with chosen rhythm arrangement.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics.  EXA 1-17a

Level: One, Two
Focus

What learners are communicating:
the ability to manipulate tempo and rhythm 

patterns. 

How learners are communicating:
by experimenting with tempo changes and 

rhythm  on Garageband.

Musical building blocks:
building awareness of how tempo changes 

affect music, and skill in using music 
technology to create music.

Tempo: the speed of the music 
ranging from fast to slow. Tempo 

plays a considerable role in defining 
the mood of a piece.
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EXPLORING TEMPO ON SMART DRUMS
10-20 minutes

Resources
IPads
Headsets and headset splitters

Process
1. Play a warm up game that involves speeding up and slowing down tempo. For example: clapping a line of a  rhyme,
       experimenting how fast and how slow you can clap whilst keeping in time as a group.
2. Open Smart Drums. Explore different kit options and choose a kit to work with.
3. Drag Icons on to the grid to make a rhythmic pattern. NB to play the rhythm the start button has to be blue lit.
4. Change the tempo by clicking on the spanner icon.

NB
•  This exercise can help shift the energy of a group. To get a quick group mood reading have everyone show simultaneously how they are.
•  Change the song words to match the weather of the day.

Development Ideas
• Use as a springboard to discuss timbre. Each instrument has a different timbre. Can you describe the different types of sound?
• Use a springboard to work with texture. Create samples with simple and dense textures by adding or taking away instruments.

Discuss:What else did you discover?
 How does changing the tempo 
affect the feeling and mood of the music?

Garageband tracks are pre set to a tempo of 110. 
Experiment with rhythm and tempo changes. 

Timbre: the tone colour or quality of tone which distinguishes one instrument from another.
Texture: how all the parts of a piece combine together to create an overall sound. A piece could have many layered parts or only a 
simple melody line. Texture can be described in various ways e.g. thick/thin, simple/complex.
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TWO TRACK DRUM RECORDING
15-30 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to use music technology to record our musical ideas.

Suggested Success Criteria
• use and understand the functions on smart drums and drums
• play a smart drum pattern in time with another drum pattern
• record two different tracks
• know how to play back tracks.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a

Level: One, Two
Focus

What learners are communicating:
how to invent and record rhythmic patterns using 

sound technology.

How learners are communicating:
by using technology to compose and record rhythmic 

patterns.

Musical building blocks:
building skills to use music technology to record 

musical ideas.

      Using technology to compose and record rhythmic patterns
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TWO TRACK DRUM RECORDING
15-30 minutes

Process
1. Each child/group creates a new track and opens Smart Drums. Give time for exploration and share knowledge on the functions.                                  
2. Each group creates and records their own pattern by dragging icons on to the grid.  Make a play rule that each group has to be able to clap in time with the 

rhythm.
3. To record the second drum track, return to instrument screen and select ‘drums’. Choose one of the drum kit or drum pad options and experiment with the 

different sounds. 
4. Play the track that was first recorded and experiment with a simple pattern that can be played at the same time e.g. pick out some of the beats in the 

recording, or add a few beats where there is a gap in the rhythm. When ready make a recording.
5. Share and discus recorded material.

Development Ideas
• Use as the first two layers of a bigger composition.
• Devise body percussion and present in two parts.
• Make up rhythm chants to speak along with the rhythm.

‘Smart Drums’ let us play with dynamic range, 
complexity of patterns, use the random dice or 

create our own patterns.

Discuss:
How do the two parts 

sound together?
Can we find vocal 

sounds to represent the 

different drum sounds?

Top Tip:It’s important to play along with the previously recorded track which means pressing playback.Often pupils forgetto do this.
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STRUMMING PATTERNS ON ‘SMART GUITAR’
10-20 minutes. Preparation: see Moving Rhythmic Units 1 (see p. 80) and Heart Beat Rhythm Cards (see p. 101).

Learning Intention 
We are learning how to play rhythm patterns on virtual instruments.

Suggested Success Criteria
• strum a steady rhythm pattern on ‘Smart Guitar’ 
• play in time for eight bars of music.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics.  EXA 1-17a
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a

Level: One, Two

Focus
What learners are communicating:

an understanding of how rhythmic patterns can be 
used to create music on a virtual instrument.

How learners are communicating:
by using music technology and creating strumming 

patterns on a virtual guitar.

Musical building blocks:
building coordination and flow in the play of rhythm 
patterns; developing skill in using music technology.
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STRUMMING PATTERNS ON SMART GUITAR
10-20 minutes 

Resources
IPads
Mini speakers
Headset splitters (optional) if not enough IPads for every child.

Process
1. Revise whatever group of rhythmic units you have chosen to work with. See Moving rhythmic 

unit activities (see pp. 80, 86, 88, 92). If this is a first visit to Smart Drums begin with ‘ta’ and
       ‘te te’. 
2. Play a ‘pass the rhythm’ game using these . For example: Speak a four beat pattern using a 

combination of these and have the group strum the rhythm back as if playing a virtual guitar. 
Pass the speaking onto the next person in the circle etc.. or work in pairs each taking turns to 
play with body beats or boomwackers, while the other person strums it back.   

       Begin with these two :
 

3. Using an IPad, each person/group creates a new song and opens ‘Smart Guitar’.
       Explore ‘Smart Guitar’ and share ideas.
4. Using rhythmic units to experiment with playing a strumming pattern over eight bars.
       Choices will need to be made as to what chords to use, and whether to play down or up strums. 

Development Ideas
• Record an eight beat pattern.
• Use as an accompaniment for a song (see ‘Get Creative with Composition’).

ta        te     te

Discuss:
How can you describe the difference 

between the major and minor 
chords? How can we strum an even 

steady pattern?

The chords are arranged in groupings. The 
default setting opens in what is called the 
key of C major. C has two other chords that 
complement it well.  These are F and G. You 
will see these either side of the C chord.
The other core chord on the screen is the Am 
(m = minor).  Am is the relative minor of C. 
The chords that work well with Am are Dm 
and Em. You will see this either side of the Am 
chord. Don’t worry if you don’t understand 
the theory. 
Think of these 
as groupings 
of chords that 
work well 
together.
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RECORDING RHYTHMS USING RHYTHM CARDS
20-30 minutes. Preparation: Two track drum recording (see p. 42), Heart Beat Rhythm cards  (see page 101)

Learning Intention
We are learning to experiment with sounds and rhythms to record music.

Suggested Success Criteria
• create a rhythmic pattern using various combinations of rhythmic units (use rhythm cards 1)
• using rhythm cards, notate a four beat pattern 
• record a rhythmic pattern in time to a drum beat
• choose different sounds/drums to represent each rhythmic unit
• be patient with our partner.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a

Level: Two
Focus

What learners are communicating:
an ability to create and record rhythmic patterns  by 

experimenting with electronic sounds.

How learners are communicating:
by inventing and recording rhythmic patterns using 

drums on Garageband.

Musical building blocks:
building accuracy in playing rhythmic units in time 
with a beat, exploring timbre, developing skill in 

using music technology.

Rhythm Cards One

Z ZZZ

Rhythm Cards Two

Z ZZZ

Rhythm Cards Three
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RECORDING RHYTHMS USING RHYTHM CARDS
20-30 minutes

Resources
One IPad between every two or four pupils, Headphone splitters, Headsets for each pupils, Rhythm cards.
(When working in pairs use headphone splitters and headsets.)

Process
1. Working in pairs, each with a set of rhythm cards, lay out several four beat patterns. Play these using rhythm 

syllables names and clapping.
2. Working in pairs (if there are enough IPads) set up a new track and open Drums on Garageband. Set a slow 

tempo such as 70 beats/minute (find tempo under the spanner icon top right). If the tempo is much faster it will 
be hard to play ‘ti ri ti ri’ .

3. Play some four beat rhythm patterns from the rhythm cards, experimenting with different sounds and drum types for each unit. Take turns, one partner 
keeping a steady heart beat while the other plays the drums.

4. Practise the rhythm with the metronome (top right) by making sure the metronome is lit blue and press start. 
5. Make sure that the track is set to record over eight bars (this is the default setting when a new song is created and the time line across the top will show eight 

equal measures).  One person records a rhythm they have made with the rhythm cards that last for eight beats. NB this can be made up of a pattern using 
eight rhythm cards or a four beat pattern repeated.  The next person reopens drums to create a new track and records a different eight beat pattern. 

6. Listen as a group and evaluate/appreciate. NB plug in a small speaker in order to hear each group’s recording.

NB
This type of activity can be revisited using more advanced rhythmic unit cards (see Appendix for card templates)

Development Ideas
• The beat keeping partner keeps the beat on one of the kit instruments while the other partner plays a rhythm.
• Discuss as a pair which instrument to use for this.
• Use Smart Guitar to create strumming patterns with rhythmic units.
• Use Smart Keyboard to make chordal patterns with rhythmic units.
• Use the keyboard selecting certain notes for each rhythmic unit.

Discuss:What type of sounds suit each rhythmic unit?What was the biggest challenge?

Attention!
The second person to 
record must reselect 

Drums as the instrument 
to avoid recording over 

the first part.
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RHYTHM PLAY ON CHINESE PERCUSSION
20-40 minutes   

Learning Intention
We are learning about Chinese drumming with a specific focus on playing
loud and soft and call and answer style.

Suggested Success Criteria
• play a crescendo and a diminuendo on one of the virtual Chinese drums
• improvise a performance on Chinese kit for the rest of the class
• play a call and answer sequence with a partner
• alter the touch sensitivity of the virtual instrument.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can sing and play music from other styles and cultures, showing growing confidence and skill while learning about musical notation and performance directions.
EXA 1-16a
I can sing and play music from a range of styles and cultures, showing skill and using performance directions, and/or musical notation. EXA 2-16a

Level: One, Two
Focus

What learners are communicating:
an understanding of dynamic range and the use 

of musical dialogue to create music.

How learners are communicating:
through experimenting and performing on the 

Chinese kit on Garageband.

Musical building blocks:
building awareness of the drumming and 

performance styles of other cultures; gaining 
skills in improvising drumming pieces; using 

music technology.

crescendo diminuendo
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RHYTHM PLAY ON CHINESE PERCUSSION
20-40 minutes 

Resources
IPads, headset and headset splitters (optional)

Links
A performance on Chinese Percussion.  https://youtu.be/_yaQ4PeUtts

Process
1. Warm up by playing percussive crescendos and diminuendos. Play this by hitting the hands on the 

thighs.
2. Watch and discuss the youtube video. What did you notice about the volume levels in the piece?  

When was it loud and quiet? What else did you notice? Make sure to discuss the call and answer 
style of playing. 

3. Watch again asking the group to show the crescendo and diminuendo sections by raising an arm up 
and down. 

4. Work in pairs. Create a new song and open Chinese kit on Garageband (found under Drums). 
Experiment with the sounds. Tap question mark icon (top right) to see the names of the instruments

5. Play crescendos and diminuendos on various drums. NB set the velocity sensitivity to high, this 
increases the touch sensitivity of each drum. 

6. Improvise a piece in pairs, that includes crescendos and diminuendos, plus call and answer 
sequences. 

7. Present these to the class, appreciate and evaluate.                                                                                     

Development Ideas
• Take the same ideas and play on actual drums.
• Use as part of a topic on China. There are many other great Chinese drumming videos on youtube.
• Learn about the pentatonic scale (see ‘Get Creative with Composition’). The Mu Yu on the Chinese kit can be used for this five note scale. Create a simple 

drum pattern and invent a melody using the Mu Yu to record a Chinese style composition. 

To set the velocity sensitivity 
go into the slider (top left) then 
‘Track Settings’ then ‘Velocity 

Sensitivity’ and adjust.

https://youtu.be/_yaQ4PeUtts
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LAYERING WITH RHYTHM LOOPS
20-40 minutes. A great activity to become familiar with Garageband functions.

Learning Intention
We are learning how to use loops and layer rhythm patterns using music technology.

Suggested Success Criteria
• access loops by recording one starter track on Drums
• record several tracks without recording over what has been already recorded
• work with drums and smart drums to record other rhythm patterns to go with a loop
• discuss my thoughts and feelings about the music
• listen and hear spaces in the music where adding beats would improve the sound.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a
I have listened to a range of music and can respond by discussing my thoughts and feelings. I can give and accept constructive comment on my own and others’ 
work. EXA 1-19a / EXA 2-19a

Level: One, Two

A loop is a small chunk of music that can be used to build intoa fuller piece.

Focus
What learners are communicating:

an understanding of how to layer rhythm 
patterns; the ability to use technology to 

experiment with rhythm loops, timbre and 
rhythmic patterns.

How learners are communicating:
by playing and recording rhythm grooves on IPad.

Musical building blocks:
building skill in using music technology in 

particular to manipulate and record rhythmic 
patterns; improving listening skills specifically 
listening for patterns and spaces in the music; 

developing skills for improvisation.
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LAYERING WITH RHYTHM LOOPS
20-40 minutes

Resources
IPads (preferably one between two).
Headsets and headset splitters.
A form of amplification to plug into an IPad

Process
1. Work in pairs. Create a new song and open ‘Drums’.
2. Choose a type (one of the drum machines is easier when starting). Experiment with sounds.
3. Make sure metronome light is lit blue, press play and practise playing along to every other click of the 

metronome. When this is secure, record this over eight bars (eight bars is the default setting). Before 
recording make sure you have pressed rewind.

4. Flip the screen over to track view by pressing the icon top left. The loops icon will now be visible. 
Clicking on this reveals a wealth of loop options. Let them experiment. Feedback in the large group 
what have they discovered.

5. Each pair chooses a loop they enjoy. The play rule is to have the Instrument set to All Drums, but they 
are free to choose any genre and style. Drag this loop onto the time line.

6. Open a new Drum track by pressing the + icon (bottom left of screen) and select Drums. Choose a kit. 
Listen to what has already been recorded by pressing play and experiment with where some extra 
beats could be added. Record these extra beats over the other two tracks.

7. Flip the screen to track view and listen back. A track can be rerecorded by double clicking on the 
coloured track and selecting delete. Flip the screen back to instrument view and record again.

8. In track view select the + icon again and repeat points 5) and 6). Keep going in this manner layering 
different tracks. Aim for simplicity - some tracks could only have one or two beats in them. 

9. Plug in amplification to individual Ipads, listen and appreciate and evaluate. Also discuss the feeling 
and style of the music.

Development Ideas
• Add in ‘Smart Drums’ as an option for creating layered tracks.
• Work with an instrument loop with options to use drums and other smart instruments to create layers.
• Create a medley of loops, adding dance routines or free form dancing to each creation.

track view     rewind   metronome  loops

Top Tips:
• The key is to LISTEN and imagine what 

will sound good. Keep it simple.
• Before recording another track practise 

adding your new beats by pressing 
playback and playing along with what 
has already been recorded.

Top Tips:
• Listen for space in the pattern, this is 

where you can add some extra beats.
• Think about the types of sounds, high, 

low, long, short. Will the sound stand 
out or do you want it to be in the 
background?
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Appendix

      Musical activities to support leadership, collaboration, and self expression

☺
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There are various conventions for quickly notating rhythms, predominantly used by percussionists who do not need to indicate the pitch of a note. 

GRID METHOD
In this method each beat is divided into four . The example below is set over a count of four, making sixteen subdivisions in total  There is a number given to the 
first ‘16th’ in every beat followed by the letters ‘e & a.’ This allows one to chant all the beats in any given rhythm. When a beat is to be played it will be indicated 
with a cross. In this grid every 16th note will be played (see DVD track 12. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167).

                            This is the equivalent in standard notation with the rhythm syllable names

Below are some rhythmic examples. Can you work out how to play them? Success is dependent on chanting evenly in time.

Another simple method to notate rhythms quickly is to apply the same principle as the grid above using stick notation:

OTHER METHODS OF NOTATING RHYTHMS

ti      ri       ti      ri      ti      ri       ti      ri      ti      ri       ti      ri      ti      ri       ti      ri 

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a
x x x x

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a
x x x x x x

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a
x x x x x x x x

x       x                    x       x                    x       x                    x       x         

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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Most drummers use the following shorthand:

Notating With Other Time Signatures
The following are illustrated using a grid but could also be written with stick notation.

Example rhythms set over a count of three (3/4 time)

Rhythms set over a count of two (2/4 time)
Rhythmic example with two beats in the bar.

This method is dependent on being able to chant
‘1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a’ 

steadily and evenly.

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a
x x x x x x x

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a
x x x x x x

1 e & a 2 e & a
x x x x x

x               x            x               x            x               x            x                
Twin ---- kle        twin ----- kle          lit  -------  tle        star

x                             x                             x                                  
Three                  blind                       mice
NB the last unit is left empty as there is a rest on the 4th beat in ‘Three blind mice’.
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Rhythms created with groups of triplets (6/8 time)
This is referred to as compound time, in contrast to simple time in the previous examples. In simple time the beat is divided into two or four, in compound time it 
is divided into three. This grouping of three notes is called a triplet and the rhythm syllable name is triola (used in the Kodaly approach).
There are various other mnemonic options that can be used  for helping to remember rhythms in compound time.

These rhythms have two sets of triplet patterns, making the time signature 6/8. In 6/8 there are two beats in a bar, each beat made up of one triplet pattern.
Offer choice to children of mnemonics that will work for them. Triola is the Kodaly rhythm syllable, some other suggestions are listed below.

‘Clarinet’ when playing every beat:

Trumpet for this pattern:

Pop goes the weasel:

Humpty Dumpty:

1 2 3 1 2 3
cla rin net cla rin net

1 2 3 1 2 3
trum pet trum pet

1 2 3 1 2 3
pop goes the

1 2 3 1 2 3
wea sel

1 2 3 1 2 3
Hump ty Dump ty

1 2 3 1 2 3
sat on the wall
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SAMPLE GROOVES
 
The following examples of rhythmic patterns can be used to teach rhythmic ensemble pieces or used as building bricks to create compositions in certain styles.
See DVD track 13. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167

Scottish Dance Music
At levels 1 and 2 some simple definitions can be given to create a feel for traditional Scottish dance tunes.
• The accent is normally on the first beat in the bar.
• If there are four beats in the bar the accent will often be on beats one and three.
• Introducing triplets or a rhythm called the ‘scotch snap’ can help create a traditional feel.

.
The scotch snap is a typical unit in the Strathspey. It’s a short note followed by a longer accented note. In 
drum speak we can say,“1 e, 2 e,” etc. The word “chi-cken” works well.

Triplet =

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a
x x x x

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a
have you seen my chick en chick en

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a
I have not I have not

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a
chick en come chick en come

The beat:

Call:

Answer:

Rythym 2:

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
x x x x
x x x x x x x
x x x x
x x x x x x
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A Rhythm in 6/8
One part is keeping the beat,
the other a simple rhythmic pattern
that can be repeated and developed.

The same pattern written with standard notation:

CALYPSO
Calypso originated in Trinidad but is common throughout the Caribbean. The calypso tradition dates back to the early 19th century. The subject of a calypso 
text, usually witty and satiric, is an event of political or social import. The lyric often incorporates Spanish, Creole and African phrases, employing newly invented 
expressions such as bobol (graft) and pakoti (unfaithfulness). The exaggeration of local speech patterns is matched by an offbeat rhythm. Favourite accompanying 
instruments are the shak-shak (maraca), cuatro (a string instrument), and tamboo-bamboo (bamboo poles of various lengths struck on the ground). Shaped and 
tuned oil drums, played together in orchestras called steel bands, have also been popular. Here’s an example of a calypso groove:

1 & 2 & 3 & 4 & 5 & 6 & 7 & 8 &
x x x x x x x x
I can play on the steel pan drum

1 & 2 & 3 & 4 &
x x

hand stick hand stick

1 & 2 & 3 & 4 &
x x x x x
I like ca lyp so
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SAMBA
There are many different key rhythms that create the samba ‘feel’. See DVD track 14 and track 11 for 3/2 clave. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167

Key Brazilian rhythms:
Pulse with an accent on the 2 and the 4, usually with the lowest drum. The drums that keep the beat in samba are called surdos.  At primary level we generally 
refer to two different pitches of surdo, the mid and the low.

Samba pulse:

The 3/2 clave:

Marque de sale:

Reggae:

A samba reggae example:

Surdo parts:

Tamborim part:

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a
x x x x x

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a
x x x x x x x x

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a
x x x x x x x x

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a
x x x x x

white salt black pepp -er

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a
x x x x x

white salt black pepp -er

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a
x x x x

mid
surdo

low
surdo

mid
surdo

low
surdo

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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Shaker/
shekere/
cabasa part:

Agogo Bell part:

This is a basic groove. A full piece would consist of an introduction and some breaks. An introduction is often a call and answer rhythm with a leader calling and the 
group answering back a reply. The reply can be the same as the call or different. Breaks can be created using rhythm cards or taking the rhythm of  rhythm, songs, 
or any other theme such as animals.

Create your own rhythms:

4 beats
in a bar

3 beats
in a bar

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a
x x x x x x

low high low a- go- go

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a
/ x / x / x / x

hot dog hot dog hot dog hot dog

Use the blank templates in the Appendix to do this.
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Rhythm Teaching Reminders:
• Chant, sing, speak and rhythms before playing on an instrument.
• Where possible incorporate a rhythm created by the children.
• Be organised in the lay out of equipment, especially if teaching samba.
• Intersperse taught rhythms with some free play, such as a ‘rumble’, or 10 seconds of improvisation (be open to chaos).
• Continually reinforce a sense of pulse with movement; use large body movements if the pulse gets too fast.
• Use ball passing games to reinforce beat.
• Don’t forget to have a listening group to provide feedback.

USING RHYTHM ACTIVITIES TO DEVELOP CONDUCTING SKILLS
Promote confidence and musical understanding by supporting pupils to lead rhythm ensembles, games and activities.

Tips for Conducting

• Emphasise eye contact.
• The tempo you count in at is the tempo the group will play.
• Count out from the beginning of a pattern. Counting out of the ‘groove’ is harder than counting in as it requires knowing where the pattern begins. If the 

rhythmic phrase used the words ‘hot cross buns’, the count out would begin from the word ‘hot’. 
• Understand how the parts ‘lock’ together.
• Remember: a steady pulse helps to support the whole group.
• When the groove ‘collapses’ cue a stop, and begin again with a break or intro.
• Vary dynamics; do this by establishing cues with the group.
• Create variety by: having solos, layering parts in and out, creating pauses, having unison breaks.
• Make sure everyone can see the conductor.

See‘Get Creative with Health and Wellbeing: Drum Circles’ for more on conducting.
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USING SONGS TO TEACH RHYTHM SKILLS
Promote confidence and musical understanding by supporting pupils to lead rhythm ensembles, games and activities.

1. Select a simple song and learn it through game playing and movement. See Kodamba songbook for ideas.                                                                                                                        
2. When the song is learnt take a short phrase from the song, speaking it rhythmically.
3. Speak the phrase rhythmically whilst clapping or using other body percussion.
4. Play this alongside a steady beat to create two parts. 
5. Take another contrasting phrase and learn in the same way.
6. Play together in three parts, the beat and the two phrases.
7. Create an ostinato part.

OSTINATO

An Ostinato is a short melody or rhythm that is repeated 
by the same instrument or voice during a composition. 

Use Ostinatos to: 
• provide a fixed point in improvisation activities
• add texture to a song
• develop a composition
• give structure to a composition.

ostinato
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SKILL BUILDS 

Playing Pulse and Rhythmic Units (See DVD track 15. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167)
1. These simple exercises can build enough skill to lead the teaching of rhythmic units. One hand keeps the beat, the other hand plays rhythmic units or patterns.
2. Keep a beat with one hand, this is the pulse. (Tapping the hand on the heart area is a good reminder that this is the pulse.) With the other hand tap quaver 

units, spoken as ‘te te’

3. Keep a beat/pulse with one hand and  with the other hand tap semi-quaver units spoken as ‘ti ri ti ri’

4. Continue in this way practising all the following rhythmic units against a beat: 

4.   Combine and practise any combination of rhythmic units alongside a beat. These are on the DVD or https://vimeo.com/album/4996167

Examples:

ta     ta     ti       ri      ti      ri      te     te

ta   a  a  ata   a tem    ri ri    tem tri       o      la

. .
tem    ri   tem    ri       ta    ta

ti       ri      ti      ri     te     te    ti       ri      ti      ri      te     te

. .
te      te   tem    ri    te      te   tem    ri 

ri     tem    ta     ri     tem    ta

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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TIPS FOR USING GARAGEBAND FOR IPAD
Garageband for iPad is touch sensitive and portable making it perfect for using in the active music classroom.
Any tracks created on iPads can be transferred to desk top versions of Garageband.

Classroom management tips
• Create a convention for starting and stopping and having hands off the iPads. (Especially useful if there are many iPads in use at one time, in which                             

case you need to control the use of sound as you would with any classroom instrument.)
• Practise starting and stopping together using a count in. Pupils can take turns to count.
• Have regular reminders of the start and stop buttons.
• At the end of a session, check for ‘new discoveries’ (anything pupils have accidentally learnt about Garageband in that session).
• Use headphones when appropriate and have headphone splitters so that two children can work together on one iPad.
• As a group, listen to pupils’ work by plugging in a portable speaker.
• Change the length and the tempo of the track (if needed) before beginning recording.
• When starting, ascertain which children are familiar with Garageband and use their expertise to help others.

Audio recording on Garageband
Open the Audio Recorder screen. In every section of Garageband there is a question mark icon in the top right hand corner of the screen. This gives you 
information on the functions on each page.
There are three main points to consider before recording: the length over which the recording takes place, the tempo and the sound input.

The length over which the recording takes place:
Garageband is automatically set to only record over 8 bars. See the timeline at the top of the screen. To change this, tap on the ‘plus’ sign at the end of the 8 bars 
(top right of screen) and adjust. NB if recording a song 36 bars will give 1 minute 20 seconds of recording time (at the pre set tempo of 110).  

The tempo.
The tempo is automatically set to 110 beats per minute.The tempo can be changed by tapping on the ‘spanner’ icon. To hear the speed, click on the ‘metronome’ 
icon. When the metronome is blue, it will be heard during recording or playing. 

The sound input. 
When using Audio Recorder, the sound input may need to be adjusted. Click on the jack to the top left of the Audio Recorder, and this will show options to move 
the input level to the right or left. Drag the slider to the left if the sound level is too strong e.g. the dial on the Audio Recorder goes into the red. You will need to 
change this especially if you are recording drums or loud, high pitched instruments. If the sound is very quiet you may not pick up enough, in which case drag the 
slider to the right.

minute.The
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Editing 
Editing is done in the ‘timeline’ mode. Tapping on a section of a recording gives options to move, split, copy, and loop, etc. The play head at the top indicates 
location, you can move this back and forth with your finger. Drag ‘scissors’ icon from top to bottom and it will create a split in the recording. Split sections can be 
copied or dragged to other parts of the recording. For fuller editing controls press on the 3 sliders icon in the top left. This will show various options to alter the 
quality of sound in each individual track. Hit ‘undo’ at any time to change an edit.

Trouble shooting
When starting to use Garageband it is useful to draw attention to mishaps that occur regularly.
Common examples:
• The rewind button has not been pressed before recording.
• The instrument screen has been accidentally flipped to the recording timeline screen.
• Some screens have more that one possibility to stop the sound and this can be confusing e.g. if using ‘Autoplay’ there is an Off setting on the dial, on Smart 

Drums the ‘stop’ button is to the left of the screen and lit blue when playing.
• Songs are easier to work with if created in sections. Song section options are accessed through the + at the end of the bar line numbers. Here you can create 

Section A, B, C etc. If you want to play the whole piece back, highlight ‘All Sections’ located above Section A.  
• When reworking a piece, make a duplicate copy (accessed from the ‘My Songs’ screen) to avoid losing the original material.

TIPS FOR USING GARAGEBAND FOR IPAD contd.

      Musical activities to support leadership, collaboration, and self expression
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Stick Rhythm Cards
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CREATE YOUR OWN STICK RYTHYM
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Create your own rhythms.

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a 4 e & a

1 e & a 2 e & a 3 e & a
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LINKS FOR INSPIRATION
Playful fun on boomwhackers “Classical Boomwhackers” https://youtu.be/Zsga1v4q6F0

The Best Drumline Video. Inspiration for performance movement ideas. https://youtu.be/JHXNaYoguNU

Body percussion classroom website. http://www.bodypercussionclassroom.com

Body percussion examples: https://youtu.be/IDvIo_LRIZ4

Mrs Miracles Music Room:  http://www.mrsmiraclesmusicroom.com/2013/03/teaching-meter-time-signature.html

Dalcroze Eurythmic Exercises: https://youtu.be/RXB67nHnty0
This 7 minute video can be viewed in two sections. 
00.00 - 03.15  A fun way to reinforce beat keeping 
03.15 -07.00.  A movement activity to understand changes of speed.

https://youtu.be/Zsga1v4q6F0
https://youtu.be/JHXNaYoguNU
http://www.bodypercussionclassroom.com
https://youtu.be/IDvIo_LRIZ4
http://www.mrsmiraclesmusicroom.com/2013/03/teaching-meter-time-signature.html
https://youtu.be/RXB67nHnty0
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How can I use this resource?
Once familiar with the material it will be easier to choose which activities will suit the needs of your class. Many activities can be repeated at each stage e.g. 
drum and improvisation circles can be a regular feature in class. Meanwhile a bank of songs may be learnt at early level which are later used as a stimulus for 
creative responses. For those wishing a more structured programme, a suggested series of lessons are outlined.

SUGGESTED PATHWAYS

Early Level At early level short frequent sessions are better. The material suggested can be spread across several short sessions.

one

Warm up: Rubber Chicken (p.13)
Song: March Together Keep a Beat (p.41)
Activity: Cross the Rhythm Circle (p.17) 
Activity: Rhythm play on boomwhackers, incorporating skills learnt during the session. Examples: use the count 
down in ‘Rubber Chicken’ to play fast notes together; sing ‘March Together Keep a Beat’ whilst keeping a beat on 
boomwackers; take turns to lead a call and answer rhythm as in ‘Cross the Rhythm Circle’.

two

Warm up: Jumping the Beat (p.9)
Activity: An Up and a Down (p. 15) 
Song: March Together Keep a Beat (p.41) with focus on starting and stopping together; looking at the conductor; 
taking turns to count the group in with an even steady count of four. Include quiet and loud versions.
Activity: Let’s All Play Our Drum (p.6)
Activity: Rhythm play on boomwhackers, incorporating skills learnt so far. Include frequent ‘Rumbles’ and changes of 
volume (see p. 66 ‘Get Creative with Health and Wellbeing).

three

Warm up: Rubber Chicken  (p.13)
Activity: Lemon Lime (p.39) Rhythm chant. NB for early level it’s not necessary to understand the difference between 
rhythm and beat, but it helps to name we are ‘keeping the beat’ and then ‘we are keeping the rhythm of the words’.
Song: Revisit or learn Bee Bee Bumble Bee (p,11, Get Creative with Song). Using boomwhackers sing and keep the 
beat then sing and play the rhythm of the words.
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four

Warm up: Step in the Musical Space (p. 12) 
Activity: Cross the Rhythm Circle (p. 17) 
Activity: Conducted Rhythm Improvisation (p. 21)
NB begin by exploring all the sounds that can be made with the body.
Activity: Moving Rhythmic Units 1 (p. 65) Process, points 1-5.

five

Warm up: Eight Second Moves (p. 48)
Activity: Locomotor Skills (p.49)
Activity: Moving Rhythmic units 1 (p. 65). Half the group use boom whackers, half the group move in time to the 
rhythmic units. NB if possible give two boomwhackers to the group playing the instrument and encourage playing with 
alternate hands.

six

Warm up: Rubber Chicken (p. 13) led by learners. Use loud and quiet voices.
Song: March Together Keep a Beat (p. 41) in speaking and thinking voice (see Appendix p. 126 for cards to help teach 
this concept). 
Activity: Keep a variety of rhythms either on body percussion or other classroom instruments and practise switching 
between speaking and thinking voice. Learners can lead by holding up the appropriate card. Include parts of songs/
rhymes used so far as well as combinations of ta, te te, ti ri ti ri, from Moving Rhythmic Units 1.
Activity: Conducted Rhythm improvisation (p. 21) led by learners.

seven

Warm up: Cross the Rhythm Circle (p. 17)
Activity: Use any of the material learnt so far to create a percussion piece. Learners can help choose the material. 
Examples: play invented rhythms from ‘Cross the Rhythm Circle’ or use the rhythm from one of the songs; add 
rumbles; add silent counts of eight; use rhythmic units. NB remember to utilise speaking and thinking voice, loud and 
soft playing, give learners opportunities to conduct.
Activity: Smart Drums (p. 101)

eight
Warm up: Choose favourite warm up.
Activity: Smart Drums First Recording Lesson (p. 55 Get Creative with Improvisation and Composition) 
Activity: Use any of the materials learnt so far to create a percussion piece (see week 7).
Activity: Filmed feedback on the rhythm block.

SUGGESTED PATHWAYS - Early Level contd.
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SUGGESTED PATHWAYS - First Level

First Level

one
Warm up: Rainforest (p. 7)
Activity: Step in the Musical Space (p. 12)
Activity: Conducted Rhythm improvisation (p. 21)
Activity: Moving Rhythmic units 1 (p. 65) Revise if done at early level.

two

Warm up: Pass the Name Stomp (p. 19)
Song: Funga Alafia (p.43 ‘Get Creative with Song’) Learning the Song, points 1 and 2. Sing the song in preparation for 
using as a rhythm piece the following week. 
Activity: Twinkle, Twinkle (p. 56)
Activity: Creating Rhythm Shapes (p. 67)

three

Warm up: Rainforest (p. 7) led by learners.
Song: Funga Alafia (p. 43 ‘Get Creative with Song’). Pass a ball around the circle in time to the beat. Repeat in thinking 
voice.
Activity: Boomwhacker play in two parts using rhythms from Funga Alafia. See Using Songs to Teach Rhythm Skills (p. 
124).
Activity: Conducted Rhythm improvisation (p. 21) with boomwhackers, led by learners.
Activity: Rhythm Hoops 1 (p. 69)

four

Warm up: Eight Beat Rhythm Clock (p. 27) Process points 1 and 2.
Activity: Heart Beat Rhythm Cards (p. 86)Process, points 1- 5.
NB briefly revise Creating Rhythm Shapes before beginning. Learners should then be able to identify which card 
represents each unit.
Song: Funga Alafia (p. 43 ‘Get Creative with Song’). Continue from the previous week allowing learners to choose a 
variety of percussion instruments to create the piece. Invent a break using the cards from Heart Beat Rhythm Cards 
activity.
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SUGGESTED PATHWAYS - First Level contd.
First Level

five

Warm up: Cross the Rhythm Circle (p. 17) 
Activity: Lemon, Lime (p. 39)
Activity:  Heart Beat Rhythm Cards (p. 86) Development Ideas. NB make clear how the heart cards represent the beat 
and the rhythm is made by any combination of the rhythmic units.
Activity: Rhythm play with boomwhackers using skills learnt so far. Have learners conduct and choose rhythmic 
patterns. Play in unison and in parts. NB see Using Rhythm Activities To Develop Conducting Skills (p. 123). 

six
Warm up: Rubber Chicken (p. 13)
Activity: Duet in the Musical Space (p. 13 ‘Get Creative with Improvisation and Composition’). Process and first two 
development ideas.
Activity: Exploring Tempo on Smart Drums (p. 103)

seven
Warm up: Cross the Rhythm Circle (p. 17) NB encourage use of rhythmic patterns using rhythmic units learnt 
previously.
Activity: Let’s Build a House (p. 79)
Activity: Two Track Drum Recording (p. 105)

eight

Warm up: Choose favourite warm up.
Activity: Rhythm Play on Chinese Percussion (p. 112) NB also use rhythm cards to make rhythmic patterns to play on 
the virtual drums.
Activity: Boomwhacker and other percussion play led by learners. Incorporate any material learnt during the block.
Activity: Filmed feedback plenary.
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SUGGESTED PATHWAYS - Second Level

Second Level Sessions

one
Warm up: Hey My Name is Mo (p. 25)
Activity: Step in the Musical Space (p. 11)
Song: Gong Ging Ging (p.44) Process, points 1-4.
Activity: Moving Rhythmic Units 2 (p. 71)

two
Warm up: Hey My Name is Mo (p. 25) Led by learners.
Song: Gong Ging Ging (p. 45) See Development Ideas second bullet point ‘Play as a three part rhythm piece’. 
Activity: Moving Rhythmic Units 3 (p. 74)

three

Warm up: Eight Beat Rhythm Clock (p. 27)
Activity: Cross the Rhythm Circle (p. 17) NB encourage use of rhythmic patterns using rhythmic units learnt 
previously.
Activity: Gong Ging, Ging (p. 45) See Development Ideas third bullet point, ‘working in small groups to 
practise conducting skills’. Refer to Using Rhythm Activities To Develop Conducting Skills (p. 123). 
Activity: Quick revision of Moving Rhythmic Units 2 (p. 71) and Moving Rhythmic Units 3 (p. 74).

four
Warm up: Eight Beat Rhythm Clock (p. 27) with first two Development Ideas.
Activity: Rhythm Improvisation using the Eight Beat Rhythm Clock (p. 27, last bullet of Development Ideas). 
Activity: Rhythm Hoops 2 (p. 75) including development ideas.
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SUGGESTED PATHWAYS - Second Level contd.

Second Level Sessions

five

Warm up: Moses Supposes (p. 42)
Song: Four White Horses (p. 63 ‘Get Creative with Song’) Learning the Song, points 1 and 2. Sing only one 
verse in preparation for using for a rhythmic piece the following week.
Activity: Rhythm Card Circle (p. 88) using all rhythmic units learnt so far.
Activity: Conducted Rhythm improvisation (p. 21) NB encourage learners to use what they have learnt about 
rhythmic units when improvising their own rhythmic patterns.

six

Song: Four White Horses (p. 63 ‘Get Creative with Song’) with clapping patterns. Work in pairs to invent 
simple clapping patterns to play with the song. 
Activity: Use ‘Four White Horses’ to create a rhythm piece. Refer to Using Songs to Teach Rhythm Skills (p. 
124). 
Activity: Split into small groups to make an arrangement of the rhythm piece (using rhythms from the above 
song). Take turns to conduct. Refer to Using Rhythm Activities To Develop Conducting Skills (p. 123).

seven
Warm up: Pass the Rhythm (p. 33)
Activity: Skimming the Slate (p.60) Process points 1-5.
Activity: Revision of Rhythm Card Circle (p. 88) using all previously learnt rhythmic units.

eight
Warm up: Choose favourite warm up.
Activity: Skimming the Slate (p. 61) Development Idea, third bullet point ‘Create a unison break for the piece’.
Activity: Rhythm Card Chant (p. 93)
Activity: Filmed feedback plenary.
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THE ELEMENTS OF MUSIC
An overview of the key elements that are generally present in a musical composition. 

Pitch - register (high or low);  organization of pitches with a pattern of intervals between them creates scales.  

Rhythm - the time element of music.  A specific rhythm is a specific pattern in time; we usually hear these in relation to a steady pulse. 

Tempo - the speed of the music, on a scale from fast to slow. Tempo plays a considerable role in defining, amongst other things, the mood of a piece.
 

Melody - or musical line, is a combination of pitch and rhythm.  Sometimes a melody is considered to be the theme of a composition. We might characterize  
       melody by its contour (rising or falling) and the size of the intervals in it.  
 

Timbre - sound quality or tone colour; timbre is the characteristic that allows us to distinguish between one instrument and another, and the difference   
      between vowel sounds (for example, long “a” or “ee”). Terms we might use to describe timbre:  bright, dark, brassy, reedy, harsh, noisy, thin, buzzy,  
      pure, raspy, shrill, mellow, strained. 
 

Dynamics - loud or soft.  A composition that has extremely soft passages as well as extremely loud passages is said to have a large or wide dynamic range.   
             Dynamics can change suddenly or gradually (crescendo, getting louder, or decrescendo, getting softer).
 

Texture -  the way the various elements of rhythm, melody, harmony are combined to create a composition. The texture is often described in regard to density,  
         for example a thick texture could contain many layers of voices.

  These are the building blocks of music.
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